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Save up to $200 on select JET
products with JET Power Rebates!

Purchases must be made
between September 1, 2005

and March 31, 2006 to qualify.

For more details, visit your nearest quality
JET woodworking dealer or iettools.com.

-

JET
iettools.com
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editorts an le
It takes a spine to stand
uptothenil,rih
By now you've no doubt noticed something different about this copy of
WOOD'magazine. lt has a "spine"-a printer's term describing the
place where pages are glued (not stapled) together.
I'd like to tell you why we've made
this significant improvement.

fter
binding

- -together
WOOD magazine
with staples for
the past 167
issues, we've
switched to gluing
the pages together.
Why invest in this more-
expensive process now?
There are two key reasons that
benefit you:
1. We like our customers to be 100
percent satisfied with thb magazine. So it
really bothered us to hear from a few of you
that your copy of WOOD anived in the mail
with a tom or missing cover. We looked
into what was causing this problem and
discovered that today's highly automated
mail-soning equipment can tear away pages
from "saddle-stitched" (stapled) magazines.
It turns out that the best way to build a
tougher magazrne is to "perfect-bind" (glue)
it together. We're confident that doing this
will dramatically reduce the number of
magazines that arrive damaged.
2. We also know that the vast majority of
you save your copies of WOOD magazine
for many years, accessing past articles as
you need them. The new flat spine gives us a
place to print the issue month and number, as
well as list some major articles. That should
make it easier for you to reftieve the right
issue from your collection.

About the protective cover
For this first pedect-bound issue we teamed
with the folks from Varathane to provide
an exfra margin of protection: a sponsored
"cover wrap." You can leave it in place or

simply peel it away without
damaging the magazine underneath. A
special releasable glue makes this possible.

You'll also notice that the pattern insert
on pages 89-92 has changed slightly. It's
the same size, but glued into place along
one edge. To remove it, simply cut along
the dotted line.

I hope these changes meet with your
approval. Of course, your input on this,
or any other aspect of the magazine, is
always welcome. Simply e-mail me at
bill.krier@ meredith.com or send your
comments via regular mail to my
attention at the editorial feedback address
onpage 12.

Best wishes for a
happy and healthy
New Year in 2006.

E'!414,;e,v
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soundin board
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

Stay safe when working around jointer knives
In the October 2005 issue, your
article on adjusting jointer knives
had me worried. For many years
I have worked for the schools
in Washington state setting up
jointer and planer blades. When
I started, I had injured myself
a few times when the wrench
slipped, causing my fingers and
hand to encounter the sharp
knives. To prevent this from hap-
pening, I learned to place a thin
piece of plywood over the cut-
terhead for protection. I also use
a mallet to gently tap the wrench
for the final tightening of the gib
bolts, as shown at right.

-Lewis Helgren, Tacoma, Wash.

Dogs find Gorilla tasty
My husband is a vet, and he wanted me to
tellWOODo magazine editors [and readers]
that dogs like to eat Gorrilla Glue. A vet
journal he subscribes to fVeterinary
Practice Newsl recently cited six
cases where dogs ingested the
glue. It causes a gastrointestinal iir ::
blockage when iihardens into a td"

loat:like mass that must be ^frR 
'

surgicalll r.Iilur\ed'^ 
^-,,_:_-_,_ _ ffi-Betsy Freese, Des Moines, lowa 

' {i

Note that the bottle label on
Gorilla Glue says "Warning:
Keep out of reach of Children
and Animals." This pertains to
other polyurethane glues too.

-Jim Hanold. Executive Editor

Selling magazine projects
I make simple M&M candy dispensers.
Recently, a friend asked me for a giraffe
dispenser, and I told her I'd look for a
pattern. Then-what luck-I saw your kid's

giraffe bank in the
October 2004 issue.

I used your how-to
instructions with two
changes. First, I glue-
joined an extra zA"-thick

body part to create a
lVz"-wide body and
larger cavity for holding
candy. And, with my
router, I enlarged the
slot in the mouth and
neck to 1" deep. Now, to

dispense candy, I simply tip the giraffe
forward, and pieces drop out. When I
delivered the critter to my friend's office,
she and her coworkers went wild.

Could you please tell me what to do and
whom to contact for permission to modify
the pattern and sell giraffe candy
dispensers' 

-r,,,switzet satt Lake city, utah

Bill, most of the projects are designed by
our editorial staff; afew, purchasedfrom
outside craftsmen. To find out if a project is
staff designed, check the names at the end
of the article and compare those names
with the staff list onpage 6.
For stffi-designed projects, you can make

as many as you like for yourself or as

personal gifts. But we put a limit of 25 on
these projects if you intend to sell them.
This prevents the mass manufacture of our
copyrighted projects. Projects designed by
non-staff designers can be built only for
yourself or as gifts for others. You cannot
sell those projects.

-Marlen Kemme[ Managing Editor

Big and tall workbench
I just wanted to thank you for mentioning to
extend the legs for the low-dough
workbench in WO O D magazine issue 163.
Being 6' 4",I find most benches too low and,
after working at one for long periods, a pain
in the back.

Wayne VanDerVeen, Hawthorne, N,J

I Woodworking advice:
Post your woodworking questions fioinery,
finishing, tools, turning, general woodwork-
ing, etc.) on one of 20+ online forums at
woodma gazine.com/forums.

I Editorialfeedback:
Send your comments via e-mail to
woodmail@woodmagazine.com; or call
800/374-9663 and press option 2; or write
to W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St., LS-
221, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

I Subscription assistance:
To notify us of an address change, or to
get help with your subscription, go to
woodmagazine.com/service; or call
800/374-9663 and press option 1. Outside
the U.S., call 5151247-2981. 0r write to
W00D magazine, P.0. Box 37439, Boone, lA
50037-0439. Please enclose your address
label from a recent issue.

To find past articles:
See our index at woodmagazine.com/index.

I Past issues and articles:
Order past issues of W00D magazine, our
special issues, or downloadable articles from
issue 100 to present. Visit our online store at
woodmagazine,com/store or call 888/636-
4478. Some issues are sold out.

I Updates to previously published articles:
For an upto-date listing of changes in
dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodmagazine.com/editorial.
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troubleshooting
jointers-easy as
1,2r3, 4

A jointer needs only a few adjustments to produce
perfectly flat cuts and surfaces square to each other.
But each one is critical. Here's how to detect and
correct the most common problems.

Problern I r
The boards that you
run through your
jointer end up
shallower in the

::: ::---.--- --------,--*-*l_l-::_--:::::::-"-

center than at the ends.
CAUSE. Either one or both ends of your
jointer table sag some.
SOLUTION. Although the infeed and
outfeed tables aren't on the same plane
during use, they still must be absolutely
parallel with each other along their total
length. To check for and correct this
malady, first unplug the machine, and then
slide the fence completely off the tables.
Next, remove the cutterhead guard and raise
the infeed table to the same height as the
outfeed table. Now, lay a metal,level or
straightedge across the length of both tables,
as shown in the photo above, right.If you
see any light under the straightedge at the
outer end of either table, it's sagging.
Correct this by tightening the upper gib
screw as identified below, until you can't
see any light. That should do it. Replace the
cutterhead guard and fence.

CONCAVE CUTS Problernz: coNVEx curs
Your jointed edges prove
slightly narrower at the
ends than at the center.
CAUSE. The exact

full height and laying a straightedge across them. Light
showing beneath indicates a need for adjustment.

Problem 3: our oF seuARE
After jointing,
the face and
edge of a
workpiece
don't meet at
an exact 90" corner.

reverse of Problem l-the table is hieh on
one or both ends.
SOLUTION. Check for this in the same
manner outlined above, except look for light
under the middle of the straightedge near
the cutterhead. To lower the guilty table or
tables, loosen the gib screw until the
problem is corrected.
Note: For an even rnore accurate check of
table alignment, use a pair of 12" triangles,
as shown below. Place one triangle on each
table with the 90" edges of the triangles
touching. A gap at the top means one or
both tables are sagging at their outer ends.
A gop at the bottom indicates that one or
both tables are too high at their ends. This
method won't point out the guilty table, but
you can quickly find out by tightening or
loosening the gib screws on the infeed table.
If that doesn't work, adjust the outfeed table
using its gib screws.

CAUSE. This means the fence isn't
set 90" to the table.
SOLUTION. Set the fence at
exactly 90" before each jointing
session. Position a drafting triangle as
depicted below, and loosen the fence's bevel
lock. Next, move the fence until there are no
gaps between the triangle and the table or
fence, and then retighten the lock. (Use the
same technique to set the 45'angle when
needed, or angles between 45'and 90".)

Use a triangle to check if the fence is square
to the table. A gap tells you it isn't.

Gib screws are the key to adjusting the infeed
and outfeed tables to get them parallel,
and you may have to adjust all of them in
sequence. Check the owner's manualfor your
jointer to locate them and determine their
adjustment order.

In checking for parallel alignment with this
method, use a pair of 12" drafting triangles.
There should be no gaps at top or bottom
where they meet.
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Problern 4: sNrPE
Jointed boards
that show a
small. hollow
cut at their ends
suffer from "snipe."
CAUSE. This happens when the outfeed
table no longer supports the workpiece after
it passes the cutterhead. (The knives also
may be set too high, but check out the table
height first.)
SOLUTION. Correct poor alignment by
raising the outfeed table this way: First,
lower the outfeed table slightly, and then set
the infeed table for a light cut. Next, slowly
feed a piece of stock across the cutterhead
until the cut edge projects over the outfeed
table about 1", and then shut off the jointer,
as shown below. Now unlock the outfeed
table; raise it until it just touches the
workpiece, and then lock it down. Now, turn
on the jointer and finish jointing the edge,
stopping to check if the outfeed table fully
supports the cut. i

To eliminate snipe, lower the outfeed table
slightly, joint a piece of stock about 1" in from
the end, and then shut off the machine. Raise
the outfeed table until it touches the cut
stock, and then finish the cut.

Ilelp for adiusting
cutterhead knives
lf the knives of your jointer
are out of alignment, you may
need to adjust them. You'll find
this procedure described in full
on pages 36-37 of issue 165,
October 2005. Use the same pro-
cedure when replacing knives.

Written by Pete Stephano
lllustrations Roxanne LeMoine
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Spare stock storage? Hang it all!
I'm an avid woodworker operating in a
space-challenged basement shop. Material
storage continually has been a problem,
especially for long boards. I've tried many
different storage systems, but the boards
I want always seem to get buried. Out of
necessity, I came up with the storage system
shown here. Besides offering equal access
to all stored boards, the racks function
like stickers by allowing air to circulate
equally around the boards so they
acclimate to my shop.

To make a set of racks, cut 8"-wide parts
ftom3/a" plywood. To store zA'-thickstock,
drill a series of 1" holes. with centers 2"
apart. For thicker boards, reserve some
space for lVz"-diameter holes, centered 3"
apart. (As shown, a48" long rack will hold
sixteen 4l4boards and three 6/4 boards.)

Lay out the slots of the rack by extending
two 20o lines out from each hole with a
sliding bevel, and then cut out the slots with

a bandsaw or
jigsaw. For wall
mounting, add
alVz" cleat
alongside each
rack, or simply
suspend the
racks by screw-
ing them to the
side of ceiling/
floor joists.

-Larry Courtois,
lmperial, Mo.

You might say that working with wood
runs in Larry Courtois' family. He, his
father, brother, and eldest son all chose
carpentry for a career. About eight years
ago, our Top Shop Tip winner, shown
above, took up furnituremaking in his
spare time, and now spends as many
hours a week in his basement shop as he
does on the jobsite as a construction
supervisor.

Larry Courtois' reward for
sending the Top
Tip, at /eft, is this
DeWalt DW718
12"  s l id ing
compound
mitersaw.
Nice work, +
Larry! ---:'

Describe how you've solved a workshop
puzzler, and you'll earn $75 if it appears
here. And, if your tip garners Top Shop
Tip honors, you'll also win a tool prize
worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with
photos or illustrations and your daytime
phone number, to: Shop Tips, WOOD
Magazine, 17 16 Locust St., LS -221,
Des Moines, IA 50309-3023. Or e-mail
tips to: shol-rt i ps (r) wood rn agaz i ne.ccln.r.
Remember to include your contact info
in the e-mail as well.

Because we try to publish original
tips, please send your tips only to
WO O D a magazine. Sorry, submitted
materials can't be returned.

o

o

d

E
U)
o
E

o
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From speed square to fast fence
My bandsaw did not come with a rip fence,
so I needed a simple solution. Watching
carpenters use a speed square as a cutting
guide gave me an idea. I simply clamp the
square to the table with its flange along the
front edge for a handy, reliable fence that
I can pop on and off as needed.

A speed square costs only a few dollars,
and its thick base makes it easy to square it to
the table. Also, its /4"-thick body provides
enough edge to act perfectly as a guide for
most ripping tasks.

-Adeline KoebeL Manitowoc, Wis.
continued on page 20

'18
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shop tips

Lift-assist help for
tilt-top router tables
My router table top attaches to its cabinet with a
hinge, which makes it very convenient when I want
to change or adjust the height of a bit. Unfortunately,
the top is heavy and occasionally slams down. Not
only are these sudden falls hard on the router,
fingers that happen to be in the way don't fare very
well either. To prevent these sudden freefalls, I
installed a pneumatic storm-door closer to act as a
lift-assist device.

Install the closer by first attaching its brackets and
pulling out the rod to its maximum distance. (Use the
rod's "hold-open" clip to keep it extended.) Position
the closer brackets far enough forward so they can
bear the weight of the top and high enough that the
top can open to the desired distance. Screw the
brackets to the cabinet and top, and set the
pressure-adjustment screw on the back of the piston
housing so the top closes at the desired speed.

With the closer in place, you can use the "hold-
open" clip to keep the top up while you adjust the
router. Most hardware stores carry door closers as
replacement parts, or you may be able to salvage
one when you or a neighbor replaces a storm door.-::::,x';'li{l!,'i;
20 WOOE magazine Februarr,r/March 2006
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shop tips

Thrifty nifty technique for
enclosing shop ceilings
I have a basement
shop that had an
unfinished ceil ing,
where the exposed
wires and plumbing
were always collecting
dust. I wanted to put in
a ceil ing, but I had
three problems-low
ceil ing height, the need
to maintain access to plumbing and electrical,
and not a lot of extra money.

I began by ripping 1"-wide nail ing cleats from
scrap lumber and attaching them inside and l
f lush with the bottom edges of the ceil ing joists. ,
Then I cut drywall to lie in the space between .
the joists and dropped the pieces in place on i
top of the cleats i

To minimize cost, you can often find free I
drywall scraps at construction sites or low-cost i
damaged pieces at the lumberyard. At the i
same lumberyard, look for some mismixed i
high-quality paint that can be had for a song i-Robert King, Washington, Kan.

22 WOOD rnagazine February/March 2006
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YC-GJ G"Jointer
with t hp 1 ph motor and $knife cutterhead
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directions to 450. Jackscrew knife adiustment. FOR
Enclosed stand with built-in wheels fbr lllOBlUTV
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mobility. Rabbeting table and ledge.
Dust hood.

YC-8J S"Jointer
with 2 hp 1 ph motor and 4-knife cutterhead
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BUTLT-t1l
WHEELS
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FEATU RES: Table height adjustable. Jack
screw knife adjustment. Two feed speeds.
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Dust hood. Solid, cast iron table extensions.
-1i Enclosed stand with built-in wheels for

,l mobilitv.
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For information and a FREE catalog
f-856-764-7934
www.wilkemach.eom
write or visit our showroom:
3230 N Suquehanna Tnail, York, PA 1 7402-9716



ask wood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D 0nlineo

Circ saw blades don't stack up well

fi r fs it safe to use 7't/q" circutar-
\| r saw blades stacked together
for making dadoes on a tablesaw?
Each blade is about t/a" thick. I get
tiny ridges, but clean them up with
a chisel. Also, I have a wobble dado
blade that I can use on either my
tablesaw with a guard on or on my
radial-arm saw without a guard.
which is safer? 

eswiroughby,westvarey, utah

A aYou can use stacked circular-saw
t{ rblades to cut dadoes on a tablesa%
Les, as we confirmed in the WOODa
magazine shop, but your dado cut quality
will suffer. To make circular-saw blades cut
even rough dadoes, you'll need blades of the
same brand and model to avoid minor
differences in diameter. We checked two
brands of blades and both had teeth between
Vre" and3/zi' wide,not/a". So three new
blades costing about $10 apiece would only
make a dado less than Vq" wide. as shown
below. That's with two cardboard spacers on
both sides of the center blade.

Stack enough blades to make a3/q" dado
and you've spent more than the price of a

Alternating top
bevel teeth

Alternating top bevels on stacked
circular-saw blades produce an
uneven dado bottom.

Our three 16-tooth, 71/q" circular-saw blades have two cardboard spacers between each blade,
producing roughly a15/aq" dado because the {sz"-wide teeth overlap.

Freud SD206 6" dado set that will produce
flat-bottom cuts with greater adjustability
and better chip removal. By cutting cleaner,
a dado set lets you eliminate the cleanup
stage using your chisels.

Circular-saw blades leave uneven dado
bottoms, as shown below right, because the
teeth on many types have alternating top
bevels for faster cutting, as illustrated below.
By comparison, the tops of dado-blade teeth
are ground to produce flat-bottom cuts.

As for that wobble dado, Les, we've never
been a fan of these either on a tablesaw or
radial-arm saw. Stacked dadoes produce
cleaner cuts and work
quieter than wobbles.

Whatever your choice,
safety dictates that you
use your tablesaw unless
you're able to fit your
radial-arm saw with a
dado-blade guard. Two
other reasons to use a
tablesaw: You're protected
from most of the blade
and you can use both
hands to control the speed
of vour cut.

ffi
::1+ .

Stagger blades
to keep teeth

Glearing the air
|ll r On my pneumatic tools, I
\| r installed an air dryer to re-
move moisture and fine particles. I
use the type for paint guns all of the
time with every air tool. My buddies
tell me that nobody uses them on air
nailers, but I have never had a tool
break due to moisture. Am I doing
right by drying my air?

-Bob Davis, Denison, Texas

f, ;Ai. dryers or moisture filters make
tt rsense tbr spray guns, Bob, but
they're more of a precaution than a
necessity for nailers. Senco Products, for
example, suggests attaching moisture filters
to compressors powering its nailers, but
doesn't require them. Just make certain your
moisture filter doesn't restrict air flow to
your nailer.

Moisture condenses in an air compressor
tank and air hose during use. Ifyou use
your nailer infrequently in high humidity,
then store it for long periods, condensation
from the compressor can interfere with
lubricant in the tool or damage some rubber
seals and diaphragms by causing them to
swell, warns Senco technical support
manager Lee Zinsle.

To protect your tools, drain moisture
from the compressor tank twice daily
during heavy use. Before storage, lubricate
nailers as the manufacturer recommends.

continued on page 28
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ask wood

Make a stable table
fi 1l wanted a solid wood top
\| rfor a small pub table. t used
narrow oak boards that measured
8 percent moisture content and
were acclimated to my shop. I glued
and biscuit-joined the edges, and
alternated the end-grain rings on
adjacent boards. lthen glued and
screwed a3/q" plywood backer to the
solid oak top to keep it flat and
stable. Within two days after I
stained it with water-based stain, the

Plywood produces minimal expansion, as shown by the blue arrows, compared with solid
lumber's considerable expansion across the grain, indicated by the red arrows.

oak and plywood top had cupped a
good r/+".

-Wayne )ldenburg, Roscoe, lll.

A .Bonding plywood to solid stock was
Fl r this top's undoing, Wayne. That's
because solid wood and plywood expand
and contract at different rates with changes
in moisture content, as illustrated above.

Sometimes, simple is better when it
comes to glue-ups. Limit boards in your top
to no more than 5" wide, and then plane
stock to the thickness you want. Edge-glue
the pieces and allow the glue to dry
thoroughly before sanding the top.

Instead of using plywood to stabilize the
top, attach it to the apron using fasteners
that accommodate expansion, such as a
figure-eight connector.

Oil-based stain will introduce less
moisture to the wood, but you may still be
able to use water-based stain if it's removed
promptly and not allowed to pool on the
surface. Should the wood warp after
staining, allow several days for the wood to
dry again before proceeding.

How to compensate for
undersize dowels
|Fi a I found some 7a" dowel stock
\f rthat turned out to be as much
as Vea" undersize. How much
clearance will glue fil l? How loose is
too loose?

-Robert Vawter, Spokane, Wash.

A rwuter-based wood glues make poor
Fl rgap fillers, Robert, because they can
leave tiny voids as the water in them
evaporates. Proper fit means the dowel can
be inserted with finger pressure or a light
tap, according to DaleZimmerman,
technical specialist for Franklin
International, makers of the Titebond line of
glues. The dowel should not fall out of the
hole if the joint is turned upside down.
Where undersize dowels make gaps
unavoidable, use epoxy glue that doesn't
leave voids as it cures. Drilling a smaller
diameter hole may also solve your problem.

If you "#TL"""tftnish and you want
it fast, the name to
look for is ZAR@.

ZAR Premium Quality fil-Bas€d
Wood Stain provides rich uniform color
in just 3-hours. This newfasrdrying
formula is available in 20 popular colors
and a tint-base for custom colors.

ZAR IIIIRA Fast Drying
Polyurethane is an oil-based
polyurethane which provides a beautiftrl

protective finish that u'ill last in the
toughest conditions. It dries and can be
recoated in just 2-hours. Available in
gloss, semi-gloss, satin and antique flat
sheens for the look you want.

ZAR Wood Stain and Clear Finishes,
the perfect choice for the fastest finish
- Makng you the winner.

iltirr I'rrih,

l l l l l l
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Benchtop tablesaws can
handle dadoes
fi 1l recently purchased a Bosch
\| 14000 benchtop tablesaw and
wanted to buy a dado blade for it.
When I went into a woodworking
store to purchase one, the store
owner said that a dado blade was
unsafe for a benchtop tablesaw. He
said the saw isn't heavy enough. Do
You asre" *"n ni",i:;H::;wnington, 

Pa.

A rUnless you're cutting something
tt lextremely heavy or unwieldy, Tony,
the 4000 should be able to handle most
dado chores using an 8" blade set. We were
able to mount az/e" dado in the 4000 we
recently tested. For added capacrty, mount
the narrower of the two washers nearest the
motor, advises Michael Williams, Bosch
benchtop tools product manager. Using a
shop-made zero-clearance insert, we
managed a maximum blade height of ZVa".
Bosch's dado set accessory (part #TS1007),
which includes a table insert and
instructions, cuts a maximum13/16" dado up
to2Vs" deep. For added stability while
making cuts-including dadoes in long
boards or full panels on any portable saw-
enlist a helper or use outfeed supports to
control workpieces.

lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to ASKW00D,1716 Locust St.,
lS-A2I,Des Moines,lA 5U109-3{f23 or send us an
e-mail at askwood@meredith.com. For immediate
feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post your
questions on one of our woodworking forums at
www.woodma gazi ne.com/f oru ms

woodmagazine.corn 29

Self:centered kit.

Being self centered is sometimes
a good thing. Get perfectly
centered pilot holes every time
with this 3.Piece Self-Centering
Bit Set. For more innovative
productrf visit rockler.com or
call f -800-279-4441.To call the store
nearest you, dial l-877-ROCKLER.

nDROCKLER
F {  w o g o w o t r ( r N c  A N D  H A R D w A i E

Create with Confidence*

Circle No. 661

Phone or Write for FREE Information

from Sevetime Cnrp.
DAt.wM0206

2710 Norlh AvenuerBridgeport, CT 06604
l -800-942-3004/Tax 1-800-505-2028

shte -
Zip- Email

nryw.rainhandler.comArm
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designers notebook

magazrne
rack
An option to the magazine rack/table

on pagre 76, this handsome design

offers a lower profile.

nI| o modify the magazine rack/table,

I simply eliminate the tabletop and
r- uprights and add a handle. It's that

easy. Here's how.
When laying out the ends (A), mark the

centers of two additional counterbored
shank holes in each part for attaching the
handle (K), where shown on Drawing 1.
Drill these counterbored holes at the same
time you drill the counterbored holes for
attaching the rails (B, C).Then follow the
instructions on page 76 for adhering the end
patterns to the ends and bandsawing them
to shape. Eliminate the IV+"-long flat
portion for the posts (H) by sanding the top
edge to a continuous smooth curve.

Proceed with the original instructions. To
make sure the optional handle (K) is the
same length as the bottom rails (B) and top
rails (C), cut these parts to length at the
same time. Eliminate the posts (H), cleats
(I), and top (J).Make four additional3/s"
plugs 7Ao" long. Assemble the rack.

To form the cutout in the blank for the
handle (K), bore two 1" holes with a

Forstner bit, where dimensioned on
Drawing 2. Then draw lines tangent to the
holes, and remove the material between
them with ajigsaw. Sand the handle
opening smooth. Now mark the midpoint
and endpoints ofthe curved edge, use a

i fairing stick to connect the points, draw the
i curve, and jigsaw and sand it to shape. (For
! a free downloadable fairing stick plan go to

Rest the handle (K) on 7,,-long 
"p"""o,?ign 

i woodmagazine.com/fairing.) Next rout t/+"

the centertines, and clamp lt in place. Usin-g i round-overs along the top, bottom, and
the end (A) holes as guides, drill pilot holes. i cutout edges. Finish-sand the handle.

12Y4"

To install the handle, first apply masking
tape and mark centerlines on the top inside
faces of the ends (A) and the top edge of the
handle at each end. Then cut a pair of
7"-long spacers. Now position the handle
between the ends (A) and drill pilot holes
into the ends of the handle, as shown at left,
and fasten it with screws.

Glue3/a" plugs into all the counterbores
and sand them flush. Inspect all the parts
and finish-sand where needed. Apply a
clear finish, as directedonpage 79.r|

i1:' .a

! . : i .

E rruo
(Outside face shown)

7a" counterbore 3/e" deep with a
s/sz" shank hole, countersunk,

centered inside

E nnruou
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f inishing school

multihued finish. They're
both simple to do.

Finish I yields afilled-pore,
super-smooth surface.

Finish 2 brings out the
multiple hues in walnut.

2 ways to
enhance
walnutts
beauty
You can make naturally
beautiful walnut look
and feel even better
with a filled-pore or

l.Apply a super-smooth, filled-pore finish
ff you'ue ever messed with (underline i
l"mess") a filled-pore finish, you likely .
longed for some alternative to grain fillers i
and sealer coats. There is such a system, and ,
it produces similar results from just stain i
and sandpaper. i

Begin by sanding your workpiece up to I
220 grit. That's higher than we normally i
recommend, but it prepares the surface for :
the 400-grit wet sanding needed to create :
the fine particles that fill the wood pores. i

Next, cover the surface with a generous i
amount of oil-based stain. Atlanta-based i
finishing professional Alan Noel uses I
Minwax golden oak stain for his walnut I
projects. Any stain will do, so long as it i
doesn't contain pigment. To spot a !
pigmented stain, look for thick, dark i
pigment deposits at the bottom of an :
unmixed can. Watco Danish Oil is another I
pigment-free option. i

Wet-sand the stain in a circular motion :

You won't be able to resist running your
fingers over surfaces treated to this silky-
smooth, filled-pore finish.

Sanding in a circular motion using stain as a
lubricant creates a pore-filling slurry of
sawdust and binder from the stain.

using 400-grit, wet-dry abrasive, as shown : created while sanding mixes with the oil in i So how much should you sand? "I sand
far right.\Neuseda firm sanding pad fora i the stain and fi l ls the wood pores. The tiny iunti l l thinkl'malldoni.andthensandthe
flat, smooth surfacg but a flexible pad or i amount ofbinder in the stain hehls lock the I same amount again,', Alan says. Once the
just your fingers works as well. Wood dust filler in place. sanding is comilete, wipe tl.rg stainoff with
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f inishing school
strokes perpendicular to the grain. This
helps prevent accidentally pulling the
sawdust/stain mixture out of the pores. A
cloth folded to create a firm pad with a
smooth wrping surface works well for this.
Avoid leaving wiping marks on the surface.

After the stain dries, you can test for
smoothness by running your hand across
the surface. Even ifyou discover a rough
spot or insufficiently filled pores, this
system allows you to flood the surface again
and resume sanding. Then finish with
varnin or spray lacquer : Oil/varnish finish leaves pores unfilled. i Partially filled pores smooth the surface.

Y

i

I

This dye dries a bright yellow, highlighting the i Yes, it's yellow, but not for long. A sealer over
lightertones in the wood. Lightly scuff-sand i ttre dye makes it easy to control how much
any raised grain before sealing the surface. i tfre stain-based glaze darkens the wood.

2. Highlight walnut's rich color with a multilayered finish
lfifatnut hides a multitude of hues

UU beneath its unfinished surface. This
multistep finish enhances walnut's color
palette, giving it greater depth and richness.

For simplicity, we used medium- and
dark-brown oil-based stains (Varathane
mission oak and dark walnut, in this case)
instead of less readily available toners.
You'll also need yellow dye, which can be
ordered from several mail-order suppliers.
(We used Lockwood #5230lemon yellow
dye from W.D. Lockwood & Company,
8661293-8913 or wdlockwood.com.) To seal
the surface, we used aerosol lacquer sanding
sealer and semigloss aerosol lacquer.

Step l: Start by sanding the workpiece
to 180 grit and wiping it with a water-
dampened rag. Scuff-sand just enough to
remove any raised grain. Then apply water-

soluble yellow dye to the wood, as shown
below left, allowing it to penetrate beneath
the surface. Wipe away any excess and
allow it to dry.

After you lightly scuff-sand and vacuum
the dyed surface, seal the dye coat with
aerosol lacquer sanding sealer. You also can
use semigloss aerosol lacquer as a seal coat.

Step 2: Using 400-grit sandpaper,lightly
sand the sealer coat with the grain until the
surface is covered with fine, even scratches
to catch the stain pigments. Apply a coat of
dark walnut stain over the sealer, as shown
below. Carefully wipe away the excess, but
take care not to remove it completely. This
creates a toner coat on tlre sealer. You'll still
see some of the yellow highlights, but they
won't appear as bright tlye colors. At this
stage, it's possible to wipe away different

amounts of stain,leaving slight$ more
where you want to compensate for light
spots or streaks of sapwood.

Once this stain-based glaze dries, seal
it with semigloss aerosol lacquer.

Step 3: Lightly but evenly, sand the
lacquer with 400-grit sandpaper to create
another surface of fine, even scratches as
before. Cover this coat of lacquer with
medium stain, as shown below, again
being careful to avoid wrping away too
much. This is another opportunity to vary
the amount of stain you leave behind to
darken light areas of the wood.

Step 4: After the final coat of stain
dries thoroughly, spray on two or more
coats of aerosol lacquer to lock this glaze
coat in place, seal the surface, and bring
out the wood's subtle shades. jl

While the second glaze coat is still moist,
you can get an approximate idea of how the
wood will look with a clear topcoat.
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These woodworking wares passed our shop trials.

Trim router sports big-router features
Look up "overkill" in the dictionary, and
you might see it defined as "using a2- or
3-hp router to rout a %" round-over or
chamfer on a workpiece." Truth is, a trim
router (sometimes called a laminate
trimmer) easily handles many routine router
tasks, but some woodworkers don't take it
seriously as a woodworking tool. Bosch
brings new respectability to the trim router
with its Colt Palm Router (PR20EVSK).

The Colt's housing with sofrgrip material
fits comfortably in one hand, and a pair of
textured surfaces on top of the base provide
good purchase for two fingers to keep the
base flat on a workpiece, as shown at right.
Its l-hp, variable-speed motor (16,000-
35,000 rpm) proved more than up to the
task of routiflE3/ra" rabbets t/+" deep into
walnut without the slightest hesitation,
thanks to the tool's electronic speed control.

Bosch engineers designed some other
features of its big routers into the Colt as
weil Unlocked, the base slides freely up

and down the motor for large
depth changes, but a simple twist
of the base engages the easy-to-
use microadjust system. A
spindle lock allows one-wrench
bit changes, and the flat base
sides run more reliably along
a straightedge than the round
bases on many trim routers.

I found only one weak point on
the Colc Out of the box, it won't
accept guide bushings. For that,
you'll need to buy one of the
accessory subbases that fit
Bosch's own guide bushings.

The variable-speed Colt
I tested also comes in a larger
set, called the installer's kit
(PR2OEVSNK, $200), that includes offset
and tilt bases as well as guiding accessories.
You also can buy a single-speedversion
(PR10E) for $100.

-Tested by Bob Wilson

roducts

Golt Palm Router PR20EVSK
Performance * * * * *
Price $190

Bosch PowerTools and Accessories
877 1267 -2499; boschtools.com

Try your hand at nacuum veneering for less than $60
Solid-wood veneers dress up a project with
a beautiful skin, while saving ybo -*"y.
For example, alarge project made entirely
from highly figured solid wo6d would cost
an arm and a leg. V/ith veneers, you can use
man-made sheet goods, such as MDF, for
the substrate. Clamping veneer gets tricky,
though, especially in the middle of a
workpiece where you need pressure beyond
the reach of your clamps.

That's why many pro woodworkers turn
to a vacuum press. They glue the veneer to
the substrate, put the whole thing inside a
heavy-duty, airtight bag, and then suck all
the air out of the bag with a vacuum pump,
clamping the veneer tightly to the substrate,
even on curved surfaces. Such systems can
cost hundreds of dollars.

Now comes a vacuum press as capable as
the pricey systems for a lot less. Instead of
an electric pump, the Vacuum Veneer Press
from'Lee Valley Tools uses a hand pump-
the same kind wine aficionados use to seal
an opened bottle-to create the suction. It
takes more time, but it works great.

I first veneered a small panel using the
Vacuum Veneer Press. After gluing the

veneer to the MDF subStrate, I slipped the
panel into a mesh bag (that prevents trapped
air between the bag and workpiece), and
then into the26x28" vinyl bag, sealing it
with the included reusable butyl tape. Next,
I seated the vacuum pump
on the one-way valve and
pumped it until I couldn't
pump any more. I let the
assembly sit overnight, and
the next morning was
relieved to find that the bag
held its vacuum, and my
inspection of the panel after
removing it from the bag
revealed no bubbles under
the veneer. A perfectjob.

I also used the Vacuum
Veneer Press to make a
bentwood lamination
wrapped against a form.
Again, the results were
outstanding, with minimal
springback from the
lamination afteritwas
removed from the form.

-Tested by Kevin Boyle

Vacuum Ueneer Press 65K67.26)
Performance * * * * *
Price $57; replacement bag, $40

Lee Valley Tools
800/871 -81 58; leevalley.com

continued on page 38
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shop-proven products

Outfeed stand supports
through thick and thin
An outfeed support stand that holds up a
workpiece as it comes off the tablesaw can
sometimes seem more of a nuisance than
it's worth. NIy roller stand's small footprint
makes it easy to topple, especially if I
underestimate how much the workpiece
sags coming off the back of the saw. And a
slightly off-kilter roller tends to steer the
workpiece, ruining my cut.

Lee Valley's Ultimate Outfeed Stand
does a nice job of addressing both of those
common problems. As you can see from the
photo, right, its broad 22x29" footprint
makes it virtually tip-proof. Plus, this thing
adjusts eight ways from Sunday, including a
fine height adjustment, head tilt correction,
and even a leveling foot to compensate for
an uneven floor.

Eight independent swivel casters line the
head of the stand, preceded by a steel ramp
that gently guides a sagging workpiece up
to wheel level. I ripped an 8'length of
l2"-wide pi're and the wheels rotated to
support the stock without pulling it. I even

purposely rotated
the stand about 30o
off axis and still felt
no effect from the
rollers. I thought
narrow stock might
get trapped between
the wheels, but
ripping l"-wide
strips of 3/q" red oak
proved no problem:
The wheels simply parted and
allowed the ramp to support that
narrow stock.

I did notice that the ramp
prevents the casters from rotating
360o, so pulling a workpiece back
across the stand after shutting off
the saw causes some drag. And,
although the Ultimate Outfeed
Support Stand's l4Vz"-wide head is
generous, it's still not wide enough to
support both the keeper and waste piece
when ripping a 4x8' sheet of plywood. For
that vou'll need two stands.

-Tested by Charlie Bartleft

I

Ultimate Outfeed Support Stand (50U01.01)
Performance * * * * { ?

Price S90

Lee Valley Tools
800/871 -81 58; leevalley.com
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tnt JFvcfones
The new JDS Cydones are here! Wttr a compact design,
po/verfttl rnotor, and efficient I micron filtedng, these cydones are
perfect forany shop.

zlp-ffi[r[l
ll.f Srtic Prwure

72"Tdll

Anoltar quo{ty prcducl from

3 HF- ru$Eil
12.4"$utic kre

800,480.7269
w w w . j d s t o o l s

more than hardware. It's got just about everything you need
for cabinet making with the deepest inventory available so,
unlike other suppliers, your design is never limited by our
selection.
All this - and it's free!

Woodworker's HARDWARE
We supply all your cabinet hardware needs!

r complimentary catalog, call (8OO) 383-0f 30
or visit us online at woodworkershardware.com
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@
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Circle No. 713

shop-proven products

Diamond paste kit puts
a mirror finish on cutters
As a college woodworking instructor, I constantly preach to my
students (and anybody else who will listen) about the importance of
keeping cutting tools sharp. Most woodworkers will be satisfied
with the sharpening results they get from an good set of water-
stones, but for those who demand a supersharp mirror finish on
their chisels and plane irons, the answer is diamond pastes. Beta
Diamond Products offers an affordable kit of pastes that takes tool
sharpening to that higher level.

The process starts with dispensing a half-gram dollop of diamond
paste into a dime-size pool of the included lubricant, irnd mixing the
concoction into a slurry on a smooth, flat piece of hard maple. Beta
Diamond's color-coded syringes make it easy to meter out the right
amount of paste and help keep the four progressively finer grits in
order. Tiny figure-eight strokes followed by a back-and-forth motion
in line with the bevel quickly put on a mirror finish as I stepped up
through the grits (600 to 8,000 grit).

I've used diamond pastes before, but I'm impressed with this kit
from Beta products. I observed consistent improvement in the
surface quality of my tools with each grit change, without seeing
any ofthe cross-
contamination of grits
that I've seen in pastes
from other
manufacturers.

-Tested by Tim Peters

Diamond sharpeninq comoound
Performance * * * * *
Price $38 ppd.

Beta Diamond Products
800/975-9009; betadiamond.com

continued on page 42
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shop-proven products

C-clamps open wide, and then close quickly
C-clamps have been around about as long as
dirt, but have fallen out of favor in the
woodworking shop over the last 20 years or
so. As life got faster, we got less patient, and
quick-adjusting one-handed bar clamps left
the tedious C-clamp in their dust. Now
Stretta's Extendable C-clamps threaten to
bring old-school clamps back in vogue.

The "fixed" jaw on this all-steel clamp
isn't really fixed at all: Tilt the jaw in, as
shown in the top photo at right, and it slides
inside the body of the clamp to expand or
reduce the clamping capacity. Tilt it back
(bottom photo) and it locks back in rock-

solid. (The jaw locks inatVt" increments.)
After a little practice, I found it easy to get
within W' or so of the size I needed just by
eyeballing it.

Although they're still not quite as fast as
the ever-present one-handed bar clamp,
Extendable C-clamps provide the same
incredible clamping pressure as an ordinary
C-clamp, with no observable flex. The soft
pads that cover the steel jaws prevented
workpiece marring, despite that stout
clamping pressure.

Stretta Extendable C-clamps come in four
size ranges:24",3-5",4:7", and 5-9". You

can buy them individually or in sets. (Check
the manufacturer's Web site for details on
these sets.)

-Tested by Dean Fiene

Extendable C-clamps
Performance * * * * *
Price $6-$15, individualclamps;

$31-$43, sets

Stretta, Inc.
206/938- 1 064: strettausa.com

We test hundreds of tools and accessories,
but only those that earn at least three stars for
performance make the final cut and appear in
this section. Our testers this issue include: college
woodworking professor Tim Peters; tool aficiona-
dos Gharlie Bartlett and Dean Fiene; and W00Do
magzine staff members Kevin Boyle (senior
design editor), and Bob Wilson (techniques editor).
All are avid woodworkers.

, Loser Engroving,
Cufting, qnd Msrking Syst_#llffii

$tartipryac@i,ggbrri:
Unmc*cned Quolity, Performqnce, ond Reliobility.

copobilities fo your
business hos never been
more offordoble, Engrove
ond cuf photos, cliport, logos
ond more - ond it's os eosy to
operote os o printer, Cqll us todoy
of toll free 888- 437 -4564 to receive o
free brochure, somple kit,
ond CD demo of the
system in oction!

EPILOGT
rrrrl-rr1[

I6371 Toble Mountoin Plffvy.
Toll Free: |.888.437.4564 .
soles@epilogloser.com .

. Golden, CO 80403
Phone: 303.277.l I88

www.epiloglqser.com
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uitable in any room or a hall, this tall
and slenderunit, with adjustable shelves
and a drawer, measures 593/4" tall and

occupies only about 123/qx20" of floor space.
Even better, it's made from inexpensive,
edge-joined pine panels (see the sidebar,
opposite page, bottom) and beaded tongue-
and-groove planking for the back. Depending
on your preference, you can finish the project
with a shellac (inset photo) or other clear fin-
ish, paint it to match your decor, or apply a
paint-and-glaze finish for an aged appear-
ance, as shown left.To learn about this tech-
nique from a master finisher, see page 50.

Start with the case
I From /+"-thick edge-joined pine panels,
I cut the sides (A); top, bottom, and divider
(B); and face-frame stiles (C) and rails (D) to
the sizes listed in the Materials List. (We
centered the parts over the panel joint lines
for the best appearance.)

t)Using a dado blade in your tablesaw and
Ean auxiliary fence attached to the rip
fence, ctJt3A" dadoes and rabbets 3/s" deep on
the inside face of the sides (A), where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 1. Then, with the dado
blade partially buried in the auxiliary fence,
cvt a s/ro" rabbet t/s" deep along the back edge
ofeach case side.

QMark centerpoints for shelf-pin holes on
tf the sides, where dimensioned. Using a t/+"
Forstner or brad-point bit in your drilfpress

and a fence to keep the holes aligned, drill
3/e"-deep holes at the centerpoints.

ATo form a %" slot z/q" long in each side,
t1lmark centerpoints for %" holes s/s" apart
on the inside face, where dimensioned on
Drawing la. Using aVa" brad-point bit, drill
the holes. Then drill overlapping holes to
complete the slots.

f Make two copies of the full-size end
tf patterns for the sides from the WOOD
Patternsa insert. Spray-adhere the patterns
to the bottom of each side (A), aligned with
the front and back edges, where indicated.
(You'll need to flip the patterns over for the
left side.) Draw lines to connect the pat-
terns. Then bandsaw and sand to the lines.
Remove the patterns using a cloth moist-
ened with paint thinner.

**
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lE slor DETATLll sroe
(lnside face of left side shown)

s/a" rabbet s/a" deep

t/a" slot .s/q" long I
11/q'

t/q" hole
e/a" deep

s/ro" rabbet
s/e" deep

[- 12"-----4
Note: Right side is a mirror image.

You can use 7+"-thick, common-grade
pine to build the chimney cupboard. Or,
as Master Craftsman Chuck Hedlund did
for our project, you can make il trom s/q"
edge-joined pine panels, available at your
local home center. The panels-

presanded to a
uniform thickness
and made with
strips of wood
less than 2" wide,
as shown at
left-are flat and
straight with tight
knots, ready for
cutting to size.
The color and
grain matching of
the strips in these

dSand the sides (A)
lf and top, bottom, and
divider (B) smooth with
220 - grit sandpaper. Then
glue and clamp the parts
together, as shown in
Photo A.

fMake two copies of
I the full-size face-
frame stile end pattern.

Spray-adhere a pattern to the bottom of each
face-frame stile (C), aligned with the outside
edge, where noted. (You'll need to flip the
pattern over for the left stile.) Bandsaw and
sand to shape. Remove the patterns.
()To assemble the face frame, draw
(gcenterlines for #0 biscuit slots on the
front faces of the stiles (C) and rails (D),
where dimensioned on Drawing 2. Adjust
your biscuit joiner to center the cutter on the
t/q" thickness of the parts. Plunge the slots.
Then glue, biscuit, and clamp the stiles and
rails together, checking for square.
(lGlue and clamp the face frame (C/D) to
{fthe case (A/B), as shown in Photo B.
After the glue dries, sand the face-frame
edges smooth and flush with the case.

Complete the case
I To form the back (E), cut six 53V+"-long
! pieces from %ox3Vzx96" beaded tongue-

and-groove planking. Lay out the planks on
your workbench, and fit the tongues and
grooves together. Measure the width of the
rabbeted opening in the back of the case.
Center this measurement bn the assembled
planks. Then trim equal amounts off the
outside edges of the first and last planks.
Sand the back smooth, and set it aside.

f From your edge-joined panels, cut the
Cr shelves (F) and top (G) to the sizes listed.
Using your table-mounted router, rotJt a Vq"

Keeping the front edges flush, glue and
clamp together the sides (A) and top, bottom,
and divider (B). Check the case for square.

With the case (A/B) on sawhorses, glue and
clamp the face frame (C/D) to the front of the
case, keeping the case/frame edges aligned.

B rnce FRAME
BISCU IT-SLOT LOCATIONS

I
11/q'

panels generally is quite good, but you'l l
want to select them carefully for best
appearance if you plan to apply a stain or
clear finish to your project.

Although costing a l itt le more than
common lumber (locally per board foot, the
panels cost $2.59 compared to $1.85 for
no. 2 common-grade pine), you won't waste
material dealing with such defects as
cupping, twisting, cracks, and loose knots.

Before buying, make sure you measure
the thickness, width, and length of the
panels. The ones we used, manufactured
by Weyerhaeuser, measured exactly as
specified on the packaging. But some other
manufacturers' panels we found measured
only tt7'tu' thick and t/a" shy in width or
length. The panels typically come in 12" to
20" widths and 3' to 8 ' lengths.

#0
biscuit-

slot
center-

l ines

59"

I
I
I 4"

I

#0 biscuit-slot centerline
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round-over with a Vr6" shoulder along the
ends and then the front edge of the top (G)
on the bottom face, where shown on Draw-
ings 3 and 4. Sand the top smooth. Then
glue and clamp it to the case, flush at the
back and centered side-to-side.

QFrom a piece of edge-joined panel planed
tJto Vz" thick, cut the trim blank (H) to
size. Using your table-mounted router, rout a
3/s" cove along the bottom edge of the blank,
where shown on Drawing 3a. Then miter-cut
pieces to length from the blank to fit the
sides and front of the case. where shown on
Drawing 3. Sand the trim smooth.

,llGlue and clamp the front trim piece in
'f place. Next, apply glue along a 2"-long
area on the back face of the side trim pieces
at the front ends, where shown. Clamp the
pieces to the case, ensuring tight mitered
corners with the front trim. Now, from inside
the case, drive #8x1" roundhead screws with
W' flat washers through the center of the
slots in the sides (A) into the side trim pieces.
(The slots allow the trim to move freelv with
seasonal changes.)

f From a 96"-long piece of pine base cap
rfmolding no. WM167, available at your
local home center, cut a 52"Jong piece for

El exploDED vtEW

the base cap trim blank (I). Miter-cut pieces
from the blank to the lengths needed to fit
around the trim (H), where shown on Draw-
ing 3. Sand the trim smooth. Then glue and
clamp it in place, tight against the top (G).

Next up, the drawer
I From an edge-joined panel planed to /2"
I thick, cut the drawer front/back (J) and

sides (K) to the sizes listed. Then, from Vz"
birch plywood, cut the bottom (L) to size.
Sand the parts smooth.

f Using a dado blade in your tablesaw, cut
Eat/z" groove V+" deep Vq" fromthe bottom
edge on the inside face of the front/back (J)
and sides (K) to fit the plywood bottom (L),
where shown on Drawing 5. Switch to a /+"

@ rnru FRoNT sEcloN vtEW

dado blade. Then cut Vq"-deep rabbets along
the ends of the front/back (J) and V+"-deep
dadoes in the sides (K) to form locking joints,
where shown on Drawings 5a and 5b.

2l-uy out a lt/2" notch Va" deep, centered,
tf along the bottom edee of the front/back

E ,r,0, LocATtoN Jrro''
SIDE SECTION VIEW

u';',i,:lg-n"""; 
LI.,i'n, ^"n",

#16 xs/q" #8 x 1" R.H. wood screw--. /  ,r t '  I  ,{wirenail fu\1ffi,$
Glue applied
only along

2"-long area
1tZ" spring catch

1/e"
3/4" long

Location
of part @

tZ" round-over with a %0" shoulder

@ 
176,, ! \

\r-\__/------:

I
Brass
paddle
suppon

3/a" dadoes
Ta" deep

12" center-mount
slide, centered

14" -1

3/q'

# 8 x 1 1 / q ' F . H .
wood screw

7se" shank
hole,

countersunk
on back face

11/+"
spring
catch

21/2"
Nylon gl ide
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Front face t/+" round-over with
a %o" shoulder

s/ra x Va"
bumper pad

t/q" tabbel t/q" deep s/e" rabbet a/e" deep

I

L
1/c"

, ;'/4

;t*f
t/c" dado /+" deep

(J), to receive a center-mount slide, where
shown on Drawing 5. Holding the parts on
edge and using the dado blade in your
tablesaw, make multiple passes to cut the
notches to shape.

lDriII four countersunk shank holes on
'tthe inside face of the front (J) for attach-
ing the face (M), where shown. Then glue
and clamp together the front/back (J) and
sides (K) with the bottom (L) captured in the
Vz" grooves. Check the drawer for square.

fFrom an edge-joined panel, cut the
tldrawer face (M) to the size listed. Then
rout a /+" round-over with a Vra" shoulder
along the ends and then the edges on the

front of the face, where shown on Drawings
4 and 5a. Now, using a dado blade in your
tablesaw, clut a3/a" rabbet 3/s" deep along the
ends and edges on the backof theface, where
shown on Drawings 5 and 5a.

QClamp the face (M), centered, to the
lJdrawer front (J), aligning the rabbeted
edges of the face with the outer edges of the
drawer. Using the countersunk shank holes
in the front as guides, drill pilot holes into
the back side of the face. Drive the screws.
Now drill a3/ro" hole, centered, through the
face and front. Mount al3AoxlVa" brass knob
using a #832xlW machine screw (not the
screw supplied with the knob).

lf Separate the members of a l2'.' center-
I mount slide. Using the supplied screws,
attach the small member to the drawer bot-
tom (L), centered in the notches in the front/
back (J), and tight against the face (M).
(lUsing a hammer, tap the nylon glides,
fJsupplied with the center-mount slide, into
the top edge of the bottom face-frame rail
(D) at the ends, where shown on Drawing 3.

tlTo mount the large slide member to the
lf.ur" bottom (B), where shown, draw a
centerline on the bottom with a square. Posi-
tion the slide :/s" from the front face of the
bottom face-frame rail (D), where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 3b, with the mounting
holes centered over the centerline. Mark the
holes with a pencil. Then form pilot holes
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Step 1
Cut a t/+" rabbet
'r/q', dee1 in both
ends of parts @.

Inside face

I

Auxiliary
fence

ffi
ry\r

l /rZe ro -
clearance insert

ry\
t/q" dado blade

E onnwER (Viewed from back)
7sz" shank hole, countersunk

z/o+" pilot hole 13Aax 1/a"
t/2" deep brass knob

#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

t/+" dadoes t/q" deep
t/a" from ends

tZ" rabbets
1/4" deep

Press an awl at the center of each marked
mounting hole on the case bottom (B) to form
pilot holes for attaching the large slide member.

with an awl, as shown in Photo C. Now screw
the slide in place using a short screwdriver.
Slide the drawer in place.

Now knock out the door
I From an edge-joined panel, cut the door
I stiles (N), top/bottom rails (O), and cen-

ter rails (P) to the sizes listed. Check both
stiles (N) for straightness. If one stile has a
slight bow, use it for the hinge side of the
door with the bow facing the front, as
explained in the Shop Tip, right.

t/2" grooves t/q" deep t/q" trom bottom edge

12" center-mount sl ide

When bui ld ing
cabinet doors at
least 30" long
that mount with
three or more
hinges, here's a
trick for
straightening a
stile that has
a bow of up to
t/+". When
assembling the
door, locate the
sti le on the
hinged side with
the bow facing
the front, as
shown at right.
The center
hinge(s)
straighten the
st i le by pul l ing
the bowed area
in flush against
the cabinet.

An easy way to straighten
a slightly bowed door stile

s/ta x l/'ra"

bumper
pad

F
43/+"

7e" deep

1
43/q"

I

Stile with
bow (exag-

gerated
for clarity)
located on

hinged
side of

door with
bow

facing out

Step 2 Auxiliary
Cul1/q" dadoes fence
1/+" deeo in both \
ends oi parts @.

%",,
Outside face *],

i ' l ffiCK)
w\r

l /
-J a^-^

clearance insert
\ry
t/o" dado blade

Center hinge,
attached last,
pulls bowed

door stile
flush against

cabinet.



@ ooon-FRAME
RAIL.AND.STILE SETUP

5Aa x 1/'ta"

7a" rabbets 7e" deep
cut after assembly

l) Chuck the cope bit (the bit
Athat forms the tenon) of a
rail-and-stile router bit set in
your table-mounted router and
position the bit as shown on
Drawing 6. (We used a Freud
no.99-260 rail-and-stile bit set.
If you use a different set, refer
to the manufacturer's instruc-
tions for the appropriate setup.)
Using a backer to prevent tear-
out, rout both ends of the top/
bottom rails (O) and center
rails (P), where shown on
Drawing 7.

QSwitch to the stick bit, and
tf position the routed end of a
rail (with the outside face
down) adjacent to the bit.
Adjust the bit to align the
grooving cutter with the rail
tenon. Then rout the inside
edges of the top/bottom rails
(O) and stiles (N) and both
edges of the center rails (P),
where shown.

llFroman edge-joined panel planed to7/ro"
'f thick, cut the panels (Q) to size. Using a
dado blade in your tablesaw, cut a3/s" rabbet
3/ro" deep along the ends and edges of the
panels on the back face, leaving Vq"-thrck
tongues all around. Check that the tongues
fit snugly in the grooves of the rails (O, P)
and stiles (N). Make any adjustments
needed. Sand the panels smooth.

RTo assemble the door, draw alignment
rJ lines on the front face of both stiles (N),
where dimensioned on Drawing 7, and
centerlines on both ends of the center rails
(P). Then glue, align, and clamp together the
top/bottom rails (O), center rails (P), and a

stile (N), as shown in
Photo D. Remove any
squeeze-out.

f Slide the panels (Q)
lfinto place (no glue). Then
glue and clamp the remaining stile (N)
in position, as shown in Photo E. Before the
glue sets, center the panels in the openings,
as shown in Photo F. To keep the panels in
position, drive #18x3/s"'wne brads through
the top/bottom rails (O) and center rails (P)
into the panels, where shown on Drawing 7.
After the glue dries, sand the door smooth.
r''iTRefit vour table-mounted router with the
I Vo" round-over bit in the setup shown on

Cope profiles

tZ" round-over
with a %0"

shoulder routed
on front face

al l  around
door-frame
outer edges

after assembly

\ -#18  x  7s " 21/z'

I
wire brad

Drawing 4. Then rout around the outer edges
of the door on the front, where shown on
Drawing 7. Now, using a dado blade in your
tablesaw, cut a 3/s" rabbet z/s" deep along the
outer edges of the door on the back.

Position three /s" inset hinges on a door
stile (N), where dimensioned. (If you

21/q'

Stick
profi le

Stick
profiles

Stick
profile

21/z'

I
o/a" inset

hinge

201/z'

Al ignment l ines
marked on front
faces of pads

@ano@

21/4r\-

Routing the
cope profile

E OOOn ffiewed from back)

tt-

t-
1-
I
2"

I
t

Routing the
stick profile

Grooving
cutter

Outside lg
f laOe s/.r6" a

Router table $r---t' Stick bit

Glue and clamp together the top/bottom rails Slide in the panels (Q). Then glue and clamp the
(O), center rails (P), and a stile (N), aligning the remaining stile (N) in place, again aligning the center
marked lines. Check each rail for square. rails and checking for square.

48

Before any squeeze-out sets up, turn the
door over. Using a putty knife, center each
panel (Q)to create equal reveals all around.
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inexpensive, less attractive woods, such as
pine, poplar, and aspen, a little cover-up can
do wonders. Painted finishes give you a rain-
bow of options to complement your home's
decor. Easy to maintain and repair, they
stand up to direct sunlight far better than
clear finishes, too.

For an attractive look, though, you'll need
to paint with more finesse than what's
required for walls, ceilings, or siding. For
expert help on the subject, we sought out Jeff
Jewitt of Cleveland, Ohio, who has authored
four books and four videos on painting and
finishing. Here, he demonstrates a surefire
painting procedure that includes a coat of
glaze for an aged look.

ttSurface preparation
is everythingtt
This old painters' adage certainly applies to
painting our chimney cupboard project on
page 44. Paint telegraphs wood's surface
imperfections, so plan to spend the bulk of
your finishing time patching problem areas.

To prepare the wood for paint, sand to 150
grit using separate blocks for flat and con-
toured areas, as shown above right. The
primer you'll apply in the next step fills the
sanding scratches. After you sand the flat
surfaces, use 150-grit abrasive to lightly
round over the sharp edges. (Paint won't
stick to sharp edges, leading to premature
wear.) Fill defects with vinyl putty, sand
them smooth when dry, and then remove all
surface dust using a vacuum or tack rag.

Prime for painting
Jeff matches his choice of primer to the sur-
face he'll paint. (See chart at right.) For our
pine cupboard, he's using pigmented shellac
primer because it excels at sealing pine's
resinous knots.

With a synthetic- or natural-bristle brush,
apply one coat on the surfaces and edges.
Apply two coats, spaced 5-10 minutes apart,
on the end grain. To save time while painting
the doors, Jeff uses a board with exposed
nail points, as shown at right, to support the
wet side while applying primer to the oppo-
site side and edges.

After the primer dries overnight, sand the
large, flat faces using 220-grit abrasive on a
random-orbit sander or a hand block. Hand-
sand the smaller areas, and use a sanding
sponge or profile block on routed profiles.
Use a light, as shown onpage 52,to spot any
flaws in the primed surface.

Unlike the sealer coat of a clear finish, it's
okay if you accidentally sand through the
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, / o  I
Sanding profile blocks conform to routed
contours and reach into tight spaces.

Foam sanding pads and sandpaper-wrapped
blocks reach into corners.

a primer on paint primers

-f,-- "t

A nail board supports the freshly primed door of the chimney cupboard, allowing both sides
and all four edges to be finished at once. With their fine points, drywall nails provide even
support with only imperceptible marring.

Advantages include low
odor, fast drying, and easy
sanding with less clogging
of abrasives. The water
raises grain more than the
two other types of primers.
May not adhere wellto
sealed or stripped
surfaces. Apply using a
synthetic-bristle brush.

Dries to
touch within
t hour; a
topcoat may
be applied
within 4
hours.

Use on all new wood,
except for pine and other
knotty or resinous woods.
Use under water-based
acrylic paints.

Use beneath oil-based
paint. Check the labelto
see if it seals in smoke
damage or surface marks
that might bleed through
an unprimed painted
finish. Apply using a
natural-bristle or all-
purpose brush.

Dries to
touch in 45
minutes;
topcoat after
8 hours
(longer in
coolweather
and high
humidity).

Suitable for new wood, oil-
based primer penetrates
deeper than latex primer
to seal lightly weathered
wood. Spot priming seals
knots in pine.

Seals knotty or resinous
woods that might bleed
through latex and some
oil-based primers. For
refinishing, shellac also
seals stripped wood
surfaces where residue
from the stripping process
may interfere with the new
painted finish.

Shellac's alcohol base
dries within minutes, and
the odor can be less
objectionable than oil-
based primers. Shellac
can be used beneath both
oil- and water-based
paints. Apply using a
natural-bristle or all-
purpose brush

Dries to
touch in 15
minutes;
recoat after
45 minutes.
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primer to bare wood. Just reprime, let it dry,
and sand until smooth. Then wipe the sur-
face clean with a tack cloth.

Apply vinyl putty to fill any cavities that
need it, as shown below right, and then sand
the patches flat. Apply one more coat of
primer, and sand it with 220-grit abrasive.
Sanding the primer and putty creates a lot of
dust, so vacuum the surface before wiping it
with a damp rag (for latex paint) or a tack
cloth (for oil-based paint).

Shining a light parallelwith a primed surface
creates shadows that signal finish flaws.
Sand and reprime these areas as needed.

By waiting until after the cupboard is finished,
but before attaching the back planks, Jeff has
more convenient access to the inside.

Ieffts 6 success
tins for handlincr
.'a paintbrush 

r

I Never start the newly loaded
I brush in a corner or paint wil l
pool there. When working on a
flat surface, start 3" from an
edge and pull the brush
toward the edge to avoid

i drips. Then come back to
where you started, and

complete the stroke.

!) lf paint pools in corners or crevices,
A use a brush emptied of paint to collect
the surplus.

Q Brush in long, even strokes. Then
tf l ightly drag the tip of your brush over
the still-wet surface to level it out.
/ Limit your work to manageable
'!sections where you can maintain a
wet edge on your finish before the latex
dries enough to form a skin.

E Keep your worksurface horizontal,
tf even if that means tipping,the piece
on its sides to apply finish.

1fTwo thin coats are better than a single
lJheavy coat, which can run or sag.

ffiTffi
Rough surfaces and knots telegraph through
the prime6 making them'easy to spot and fix
with latex putty, shown in Step 1. On molded
edges like those in Step 2, Jefi applied putty
using an easy-to-find tool: his finger.
Recreate crisp profiles in the patched details
using a block with sandpaper on two sides,
as shown in Step 3. ffiffitr

Dip, don't drip
A common kitchen ladle
makes a handy tool for
transferring paint from a
can to a paper cone fi l ter
that removes lumps or
debris. Ladling the paint
instead of pouring it keeps it
from collecting in the can
rim and preventing a good
seal. Transferring paint to a
smaller container prevents
contaminating the unused
finish in the can with brush
debris and makes paint
easier to carry about.

Pick the right paint
Painting furniture with a typical latex wall paint can produce
"block." That happens when objects stick to painted surfaces,
such as shelves, because the paint remains soft even after it
dries. Instead, use acrylic latex trim enamel for added durability.

For a smooth finish and easier brushing, include an additive
such as Floetrolto slow
drying time and allow
brush marks, l ike those
shown at right, to level off.

Jeff usually adds one
part Floetrol to 10 parts of
paint, equal to about 3 oz.
Floetrol per quart of paint.
Mix it with the paint in a
separate container rather
than adding it directly to
the or ig inal  can.
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Paint like a pro
Latex paint (See "Pick the right paint" on the
previous page) requires two types of syn-
thetic-bristle brushes: a 2W' square chisel
brush for flat areas and a lW' angled sash
brush for the details. as shown below.

Practice your brushstroke on scrap or an
unseen area to get a feel for how paint flows
out of the bristles. First condition the bristles
by dunking them in tap water and wringing

An angled sash brush reaches into corners
and around routed profiles.

out the brush. This helps smooth the finish
and makes the brush easier to clean after-
ward. Next, dip the brush halfway up the
bristle length, and tap it against the side of
the cup if necessary to remove excess paint.

Jeff holds the brush at a75o angle to flow
the paint onto the surface. Before it can dry,
he lightly brushes back and forth to further
spread the paint and reduce brush marks.

Sand with 320- or 400-grit sandpaper
between the first and second coats. Then
remove the dust using your yacuum and a
wet rag. Let the second coat dry overnight.
Stop here if you want the look of a newly
painted surface, or see'Add glaze for instant
age in 5 easy steps" for an antiqued look.

Written by Bob Wilson and Jeff Jewitt

Sources
The following products were used to create the finishes
shown here:
Primen BIN shellac-based primer and sealer, Zinsser Co.,
732469-81 00 or zinsser.com
Paint Waterborne Satin lmpervo (#314) acrylic latex enamel
in lvory Tusk (#0C-91), Benjamin Moore & Co,, 800/672-
4686 or benjaminmoore.com.
Glaze: Glaze Effects water-based glaze in VanDyke
Brown, General Finishes, 800nm-6050 or generalfinishes.
com. Available from Rockler Woodworking and Hardware,
8001279-4441 or rockler.com, and Klingspo/s Woodworking
Shop, 800/228-0000 or woodworkingshop.com.
Clear Finish: General Finishes Water-Based Poly/Acrylic
Blend in satin. Available from Rockler Woodworking and
Hardware and Woodworke/s Supply, 800/645-9292 or
woodworker.com.
Sandpapen SandBlaster from 3M, 800/364-3577, Available
at most home center stores, An alternative is Royal silicon
carbide/aluminum oxide abrasive from Mirka Abrasives,
800/843-3904 or mirka-usa,com.
Floetrof: The Flood Company, 8001321-3444 or flood.com.
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ILdd glaze for instant age in 5 easy steps
To give this cupboard a rustic appearance,
add a water-based glaze (see Sources)
atop your newly painted surface. Start by
lightly smoothing the dried paint with 600-
grit sandpaper on the flat surfaces and a
gray synthetic abrasive pad on the
contours to remove minor blemishes.

Apply the glaze at room temperature,
and avoid excess ventilation that might dry
it too quickly. lf you've never used glaze
before, practice spreading it on scrap.
Start on the back and inside of the project
to get a feel for how much time you have to
apply and remove the glaze.

Once applied, give the glaze 24-48
hours to dry. Then protect it with a coat of
clear water-based acrylic finish.

Brush the glaze across the flat surfaces
where it will highlight brushstrokes and minor
flaws in the painted surface.

Wipe off the excess glaze, and even it out by
wiping lightly with a clean, soft cloth. Avoid
removing it completely from the flat areas.

Apply the glaze with the same sash brush
used to apply the paint. Work the glaze into
allthe crevices and grooves.

Around the moldings and door frame, work lf you make a mistake or the glaze starts
the glaze into the contours by lightly whisking to dry reactivate it with a misi of water or
a dry brush over the surface. remove it with a damp cloth. i

In addition to running Homestead Finishing Products,
afinishing materials supplier andwood dye maker,
Jeff Jewia continues to teach and refinishfurniture.
The latest of hisfour books, The Complete Guide to
Finishing, won awards from the National Association
of Home and Workshop Writers.
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Safe, simple, inexpensive, with repeatable precision-these shop-made
devices will have you dancing a jig the first time you use them.

here are numerous jigs and upgrade devices available for tablesaws. Many seem
overly complex to build or too expensive to buy. But the tablesaw jigs shown here,
designed by Zane Powel of Indianapolis, take a different approach, being easy to

construct and still easier to use. They include a box-joint sled, a thin-strip ripper, and a

complementary pair of tenon-making jigs. With 15 year's experience as a cabinetmaker

and another l l years as a woodworking instructor, Zanehas learned to cut through com-

plexity and get maximum results while minimizing his building time and material cost.

Btrild one or more of Zane'sjigs to make your saw work harder.
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Craftsman Zane
Powel teaches at
the Marc Adams
School of Wood-
working. For de-
tai ls and courses,
visit the Web site
marcadams.com.
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Sometimes mistakenly referred to as a finger
joint, the box joint features good looks and
great strength. A well-made one consists of
crisp, interlocking, rectangular fingers that
fit snugly together. To achieve this, set-up is
critical. Thankfully, Zane'sjig provides the
adjustment capability you need, regardless of
how wide or thick your workpiece. And by
merely switching adjustable fences, you can
use the basic sled for different size fingers.
The overall dimensions of the jig can vary
depending on the length and width of your
tablesaw's top, or your available scrap. Draw-
ing 1 provides recommended sizes. The size
ol and the width between, the runners
depends on the dimensions and spacing of
your saw's miter-gauge slots.

Building the jig
I Cut the base to size from V+", V2", or 3/q"
I material. Now cut two miter-gauge run-

ners to the height and width of your slots,
each at least 14" long. Test the fit in the slots,
avoiding any play. Use your saw fence to
square the sled base, locating the saw blade
at the center of the base. Now, with the run-
ners extending 2" beyond the front edge of
the base, and with the base resting flat on the
saw top, attach the runners. "I like to use an
l8-gauge brad nailer and 7s" nails to tempo-
rarily pin the base to the runners to make
sure everything remains square," says Zane.
"Then I drive Vz" wood screws through the
Vq" base and into the runners for strength."

)Cuttwo fences to size - one a fixed fence,
Erthe other an adjustable one. Zane cau-
tions, "The fences need to be rigid, so I use
34" birch plywood." Drill and cut out the
VqxI" slots in the fixed fence where shown.
Attach this fence perpendicular to the base,
spacing it 2" behind the front edge. "I glue,

An acrylic back to the blade guard reminds
Zane not to saw through the jig. Four screws
hold the piece in place.
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E eox-.JorNT SLED BLADE GUARD

1/+x4x43/q"  acry l ic

-J -1'

R
#6 x t/2"
.H. screw

)
1 ' J

l/q" hole,
countersunk

t/+ x 1" slot

-i-,ro"
4"

)

, ; -#8x t / z "  F .H .
I wood screw

l / a x 1 2 x 1 4 "
BASE

1/q-2O x 2"
F.H.  machine

screw RUNNERS
3 /qx }x12 "  I

FINGER CATCH

staple, and screw the fence to the sled base,"
says Zane. "I don't want this assembly to
move at all."

QNext, for safety, and fixed-fence support,
rJadd a blade guard to the sled. Begin by
cutting the parts to size, and assemble it as
shown using glue and screws. Now, screw
the blade guard to the base, making sure it
fits snugly against the fixed fence. Then,
close up the back of the blade guard. Says
Zane, "I use a piece of 4x43/q" acrylic for two
reasons: I like to be able to look inside to see
if I have unwanted chunks of wood that can
bind the dado blade, and I am much less
prone to cut through the acrylic back plate.
For me, this reminder makes the jig an even
safer tool." (See Photo A.)

I xl --ADJUSTABLE
\ - 

#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

3 / q X d X 1 2 "  [ <  I
ADJUSTABLE FENCE 

--\#g 
x 11/2" F.H, wood screws

Gompletinq the sled for
dead'-on bo-x joints
To finish the sled, install your dado blade in
the saw, and set it to the width of the fingers
that you intend to cut. Raise the top of the
blade Vz" above the sled base. Make a single
pass to create the initial kerf in the fixed
fence. To avoid cutting through the back of
the blade guard, Zane offers a safety tip:
"Insert and clamp stops into the miter slots to
limit sled travel."

Clamp the adjustable fence to the fixed
fence, with the bottom edge and ends flush to
the sled base. Now make another pass with
the dado blade to create an opening equal to
the desired finger width. Cut a 4"-long, Vz"-
thick piece of wood to the exact width of the

Zane makes several easy-to-add front faces for different size box-joint fingers. These attach
with machine screws, washers, and knobs.
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To establish the precise location of the finger
catch and front fence, Zane places a setup
spacer between the saw blade and catch.

intended fingers. Now cut it into two pieces:
one lVz" long; the other, 2W' Iong. Use the
shorter piece for the finger catch on the
adjustable fence. The longer piece will be
your setup spacer when positioning the
adjustable fence on the sled. Glue and screw
the finger catch into the opening on the
adjustable fence, flush with the back face.
Note: Zane recommends making an adjust-
able front fence for each finger width you
want to make the jig more versatile, as shown
in Photo B onpage 55.

To position the adjustable fence accurately,
first place it against the fixed fence, and slide
the sled forward until the dado blade is next
to the finger catch. Place the setup spacer
between the blade and the finger catch. Now
clamp the adjustable fence to the fixed fence,
and drill two Vq" holes through the adjustable

With the edge of the workpiece against the
finger catch, cut the first notch. Slip the notch
overthe catch to cut succeeding notches.

fence, centering them in the fixed-fence
slots. Finally, insert the machine screws
through the holes and slots, adding the wash-
ers and knobs. (Zane used drawer pulls he
had lying around the shop. We used better-
suited four-arm knobs in the drawing.) Make
a cut through the adjustable fence and check
it, asZane does in Photo C.

Letts cut some
box-joint fingers
The length of box-joint fingers equals the
thickness of the mating sides. Adjust the
dado-blade height accordingly. (See also
More Secrets for Box-Joint Success, below.)
Zanehas a great piece of advice when setting
up for the actual depth. "Err on the side of
making fingers too long. That way, once you
glue the joint, you easily can sand the ends

Use the notched first workpiece, as shown, to
establish the location of the beginning (open)
notch to be cut in the mating workpiece.

flush because they stand proud of the mating
sides. I cut the sides and ends of the box %0"
longer than the plan calls for. Then I set the
blade height rAi'higher than the thickness of
my boards. After gluing and assembling the
joint, I sand away the extra finger length.
This results in perfect-fitting joints with
glass-smooth faces."

Now test-mill two scraps of wood of the
exact thickness. Place the first workpiece
(outside face out) on the jig with one edge
snug against the finger catch and one end
resting on the sled base. According to Zane,
"It is absolutely critical that you hold the
workpiece firm and motionless." Make your
first pass through the saw, as shown in Photo
D. Slide the sled back from the blade, reposi-
tion the workpiece by slipping the notch you
just cut over the finger catch, and make the
second cut. Continue cutting notches until
you have cut out all the fingers across the
entire end of the test workpiece.

To cut the corresponding fingers in the
mating test workpiece, flip the first board
around so that its front face now rests against
the adjustable fence, with the first slot you
cut fitted over the finger catch. Place the
second test workpiece edge to edge against
the first and make the first pass through the
blade, as shown in Photo E. Complete the
cuts using the step-and-repeat process used
earlier until you have cut all the fingers.

Finally, fitthe mating workpieces together.
If the fingers seem tight or fail to interlock,
the space between the finger catch and the
dado blade is too wide. Loosen the knobs
and slide the adjustable fence a hair closer to
the blade. Retighten. If you have play between
the fingers, move the adjustable fence a hair
away from the blade. Repeat the test until
you get a snug fit. Now you're ready to glue
up the joint.
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Cut all closed ends first, and then all
open ends.
I The artistic aspect of cutting box joints
lies in the dimensions and layout of the
fingers. The best results are achieved
when all the fingers are of equal width.
To get these results, select a finger
width that evenly divides into the width
of the box sides. For example, if the box
has S"-high sides, /2"-wide fingers would
mean you will have 10 perfectly spaced
fingers at each corner.
I Once you have cut fingers wider or
longer than the ones you are cutting
now, add a backer between the front
face of the adjustable fence and
workpiece to preserve the sharp, crisp
edges of the fingers. Zane uses scrap
t/+"-thick lauan plywood for this.

More Secrets for Box-Joint Success
I Before cutting the fingers for your
project, take a few minutes to lay out
how the joints will go together. As the
box in Photo B shows, the sides of the
box are cut closed, meaning they have a
finger on top of each corner of the box.
The ends of the box are open, as they
start with a slot. Label the top edge of
each board, indicating which side goes
against the finger catch. Cut both ends
of each side first, as they have the same
starting point. The fingers on the end
pieces are cut last, as they need one of
the side pieces positioned over the
finger catch to cut the first slot. To
alternate the top finger at each corner to
give the piece a different look, mark
each workpiece clearly so you know
whether to cut each end open or closed.
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If you have cut multiple thin strips of wood,
all to the same thickness, then you know
how difficult and dangerous this operation
can be. Zane's thin-strip ripper combines the
functions of a guide fence and a pushblock to
perform this function quickly and safely.
Because the jig has only four parts, you can
build it in less than an hour. Here's how.

Building the ripper
rn rour easy steps
I nip a piece of 5/4 or 614 stock to 5" wide
I and 22" Iong. You want the ripper wide

enough to fit comfortably between the saw
fence and the blade without the saw's blade
guard interfering with the operation. Adjust
the width if necessary. It's important that you
cut the jig to an exact whole-inch measure-
ment, to make setting the strip thickness
easy. For example, with a 5"-wide jig, you
can set the saw fence to exactly 5%" to cut
%" strips.

t)Next, crosscut the base extension to size,
Eand then bandsaw stepped notches into
one end where shown in Drawings 4 and 4a.
(The notches make room for the pivoting
toggle, and provide a positive stop as you
rotate it into the horizontal position to sup-
port your workpiece when cutting thin
strips.) Note that the pivoting toggle and the
maximum width of the notches areboth?Vc",
but the toggle is installed with a Va" gap
between its end and the end of the notch.
Glue and clamp the base extension to the end
of the base at this time.

QCut the pivoting toggle to size and coun-
9terbore a 3/s" hole into the back face of the
toggle, V+" deep. Drill a shank hole through
the part for a #10 panhead screw. Then drill

)  ,rrr" #10 f lat,washer

/ --'

#/ (,^IllIoK"*

1 1 / q x 5 x 2 2 " B A S E

33/q"

;il3'.p*

First use the base of the thin-strip ripper as a
fence by sliding the workpiece along its edge
after setting up the desired strip width.
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As the cut proceeds, drop down the toggle to
serve as a ledge for supporting the workpiece
and safely completing the cut.

3/+ x 21/z x 3t/2" HANDLE TOP E--=- #8 x 1 th" F.H. wood screw

t u

21/z'

11/zx2x31/2"  HANDLE

z/o+" pilot hole 1" deep

6 pvorNc ToccLE

a pilot hole into the end of the base, where
shown on Drawing 4 and 4a. Screw the pivot-
ing toggle in place so it rotates easily.

All4Jll the two-part handle to the dimen-
'fsions shown, including the round-over,
and glue and screw the parts together. Now,
screw the handle assemblv to the base. Note:

#8x2" F.H. wood screw g
\l

A
A

l t / c X 1 1 / 2 X 3 1 / 2 "
BASE EXTENSION

/t" deep with a
s/sz" shank hole
centered inside

As a cabinetmaker, Zane often uses his thin-
strip ripper to cut loads of edge banding for
shelves. For comfort, he contoured the handle
of his jig. To ensure a safety margin as you
push the jig past the saw blade and guard,
leave at least 1" of space between the left end
of the handle and the left edge of the main
body, as shown Photo K.

Letter rip
Set the saw fence for a width of cut equal to
the width of the base plus the thickness of the
strips you wish to cut. With the pivoting
toggle in the vertical position, place the jig
against the fence and slide it forward until
the toggle is against the saw table, as shown
in Photo J. Use the jig as a fence and push
the workpiece into the blade to begin cutting
the strip. When the trailing edge of the work-
piece has passed the toggle, transition the jig
from a fence to a pushblock by rotating the
toggle into the horizontal position, as shown
in Photo K. Holding the workpiece flush
against the jig, you can now push the entire
assembly through the blade to complete the
cut and sever off the thin strip.

Ts" round-overs 3Vz"

2 1,/"'

1-
11/q" ^...\1.114\?4"

PIVOTING TOGGLE
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The mortise-and-tenon joint offers two major
advantages : strength and invisibility, making
it ideal for furnituremaking. Shaping the
mating parts requires multiple setups and
various cuts. Tenons alone require two basic
cuts: shoulder cuts and cheek cuts. Shoulder
cuts establish the length of the tenon; cheek
cuts, the tenon's width and thickness. (See
Drawing 2a.) Zane designed two separate
jigs for each cut, as shown below and on
page 54. Build both in an hour or two, and
get professional results that last a lifetime.

Zanets tenon-shoulder-
cutting jig
Looking for a jig that cuts crisp, 90" shoul-
ders quickly and accurately? Here's one that
does, thanks, in part, to its adjustable stop-
block. (See Drawing 2.) Note that the jig
rides in the miter slot on the rieht side of the
saw blade.

Step-by-step construction
I Referring to Drawing 2, cut all of the
I parts, except the stopblock, to the dimen-

sions shown. Drill the W' machine screw
hole in the fence.

t)Next, attach the fence to the base with
Erglue and countersunk screws, flushing it
along the base back edge. Screw this assem-
bly to the miter gauge, ensuring it protrudes
l" or more to the right of the miter gauge.
Next, set the miter gauge and assembly into
the miter-gauge groove, raise the saw blade
Vq" above the jig base, and cut through both
the base and the fence. Use the kerf to guide
you in centering and installing the blade
cover with screws and glue.

QFrom 
32" stock, cut a 6" blank ripped to

9It/4" wide. With a dado blade, cut the
V+xIW' notch on the bottom edge. Now cut
the stopblock to finished length. To form the
lV+"-Iong slot used to adjust the jig when cut-
ting tenons of various lengths, drill l/+" start
holes. where shown. and then scrollsaw

EE! ruonrsE-AND-TENoN Jor NT

between the holes. Drill a centered pilot hole
in the notched end and screw a panhead
adjustment screw into the hole. The notch in
the stop and the adjustable screw eliminate
the possibility of sawdust, altering the loca-
tion of the shoulder cut.
lllFinally, insert a V4" machine screw

tthrough a washer, the fence, and the stop-
block. Secure it with a small pull knob. Zane
has added one more feature to this jig. He
installs a V+" plate of plywood over the base,
but only on the right side of the saw kerf. The
raised surface fulfills two functions: It pre-
vents sawdust from getting underneath the
end of your board, which would create an
unwanted angle on the next shoulder cut, and
it provides adequate space for small falloffs
that potentially could bind the blade and
result in kickback.

Putting the jig to work
Determine the length of your tenons. Then
slide the stop to the desired location and
tighten it in place. Raise the blade to the
depth of the intended shoulders. (See the
Tenon-Sizer Guidelines above, right for
more on figuring tenon dimensions.) Now
slide the workpiece against the stop edge,
and run it through the blade. Rotate the
workpiece to cut the remaining edge and
faces as shown in Photo F. Says Zane, "I usu-
ally design my tenons with equal shoulders
on all four sides. This way I only have to
adjust the blade height once."

"One final thought, when cutting the
shoulders, you don't need to push the jig all
the way through the saw blade. Once the top
of the blade reaches the fence. the shoulder
cut is complete."

#8 x 11/z' F.H. wood screw
s/+x21hx 14"

FENCE

Vqx  4x9 "
PLATE

# 8 x 1 "
panhead
screw,

centered
\=_-q..

Tenon-$izer Guidelines
When the time comes to figure the tenon
size, keep in mind the thickness of the
wood you're working with, the widths of the
chisels and dril l  bits you own, and the
purpose for which you are using a mortise-
and-tenon joint. Consider the basics:
f Apply the rule of thirds. For 3/q" stock,
that means making a t/q"-lhick tenon with
t/+" shoulders along each side.
I Regarding tenon width, make top and
bottom shoulders the same depth as the
side shoulders. (Doing this lets you cut all
four shoulders using the same saw setup.)
I For full strength, make tenon lengths as
long as two-thirds the width of the mating
mortised workpiece. Err on the side of
creating more gluing surface. The longer
the tenon, the stronger. Application is your
best guide. ln a small picture frame, a short
"stub" tenon may suffice; where racking
may occur, as in a table leg/apron joint, opt
for the "deeper" tenon prescribed above.

Raise the blade to the establish the needed
tenon depth. Then, using the jig, cut shoul-
ders on the workpiece faces and edges.

E renon-sHouLDER-currNG Jrc
Miter gauge mounted to back of fence

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

1
2',&

7e+" pilot hole
s/a" deep -/. 1 r /zx2x4"

BLADE
COVER

/+" washer

th,

3 / q X 1 1 h X 3 1 / 2 "

ADJUSTABLE
STOPBLOCK

"-l -\
11/q'

'<."'

lqx4s / t x14"
BASE

i / - -#8x1 l /2 "  F .H .
a wood screw

t/+" slot
ltA" long
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1/q" drawer pull knob
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Tenon-cheek-cutting j ig
One of the trickiest (and potentially most
dangerous) operations on the tablesaw is
making cuts into the end of a board stood
vertically. The typical tablesaw fence stands
too low to provide adequate support when
holding the workpiece this way. That's why
many woodworkers bandsaw these delicate
cuts, and try to sand the cut tenons to perfec-
tion, or spend more than $100 to buy a com-
mercial tablesaw tenoning jig. But Zane's
tenon-cheek-cutting jig provides absolute
accuracy and safety for the cost of two toggle
clamps (and free stock from your scrap bin).

How to build the jig
This jig rides on both the fence and saw table,
as shown in Photos G and H.Zane says, o'It's

absolutely critical that the jig holds the work-
piece firmly. Any flexing will ruin your ten-
ons, so I use only t/i' cabinet-grade plywood
for the jig's box and fence assembly."
Note: The design shown here is based on a
tablesaw fence with parallel sides, such as a
Biesemeyer-style fence. If your fence does
not have this feature, the basic saddle
assembly can be secured to a sliding base
mounted on runners that ride in the miter
tracks, or a base that slides along the fence.
I Using Drawing 3, cut the sides of the
I saddle to the exact height of your table-

saw fence. Cut the top of the saddle to span
both sides when they sit flush against the
fence. Glue and screw the top to the sides,
ensuring perfect alignment.
j)Cutthis jig's fence and braces to size, and
Erthen glue and screw them to the base.
(The clearance area makes room for the
waste while avoiding binding and kickback
problems.) Zane advises, "Don't skimp on
screws. This assembly needs to be rigid and
dead true."

QFinally, cut and glue up the parts for the
tJvertical workpiece support. It accommo-

E reruoru-cHEEK-currNc Jrc
3/+x3 x  3"  BRACES

Height of
tablesaw

fence 
I

tablesaw fence

dates boards of varying widths. The first
(inside) piece Ls 3/+" thick, the second 2Vq".
Note that these dimensions may vary,
depending on the dimensions of the stock
cut. Glue them together, leaving the thicker
piece about 4" shorter than the thinner one.
Glue and screw this assembly to the fence
and install the low-silhouette toggle clamps.
(Find these at woodworking specialty stores
or in mail-order catalogs, such as Woodcraft:
800 / 225 -1153, woodcraft. com.)

Now cut dead-on tenons
Set up the jig by adjusting the saw fence to
cut the inside cheek of the workpiece. If you
have shoulders of equal depth, you will cut
all four cheeks without repositioning the
fence. When cutting the face cheeks, be sure
to lay the workpiece flush to the fence and
secure it with the lower clamp, as shown in
Photo G. When cutting the edge cheeks, add
a spacer board for relatively thin stock and
clamp it with the outer clamp (Photo H). If

At least thickness of
tenon x21/2x11"

the workpiece is wide enough, the upper
clamp will hold it in place without a spacer,
as shown in Photo l.

When cutting tenons, the first cuts you
typically make are the shoulder cuts. As a
word of precaution, Zane says, "If you set
your blade too high on a shoulder cut, you
create a shallow kerf in the tenon that will
be totally hidden when the joint is assem-
bled. But if you set the blade too high on the
cheek cuts, you will cut a kerf into the fin-
ished piece that will be visible where the
two pieces of wood are joined." Keep a
mortised mating piece on hand to test-fit
the tenon while fine-tuning your saw set-
ups. Once you achieve a snug-fitting mor-
tise-and-tenon joint, you're ready to cut all
of the tenons of that size needed for your
project. Set your jigs aside until the next
tenoning assignment.Q

Written by Roger McEvoy
Photos by Ken Kneringer
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

11/2"

.z-t

3 / t x 6 x 1 2 "
FENCE

2lq x 2t/z x7"
VERTICAL

WORKPIECE
SUPPORT
(Thickness
depends on

thickness/width
of stock

being cut)

Toggle
clamps

\"s
. . . \e

#8 x  11A'  F.H.
wood screws

I

lI#
Only if the jig fits snugly over the tablesaw
fence and rides smoothly along it will it cut
clean, well-proportioned tenon cheeks.
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When cutting edge cheeks, Zane sometimes
places a spacer between the opposite edge
and outer clamp to achieve a firm hold.

On wider stock, Zane nixes the spacer and
relies on the outer clamp to secure the work-
piece when cutting cheeks.
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make this project the perfect gift.

n artful break from regular finger
joints, the alternating-width finger
joints featured in this design add

interest to the corners. You might also con-
sider alternating-width dovetails in place of
the finger joints. A small project like this one
provides an opportunity to learn how to
hand-cut dovetails. See how onpage 64.

To make it easy to build a box just like the
one shown above (mahogany box, bocote lid
and divider, and wenge handle and feet), we
provide a mail-order wood kit. (See Source.)
You also can use those odd pieces of figured
wood you've stashed away. Just pick out con-
trasting species to set apart the box, lid, and
handle. For instance, make the ends and
sides from cherry, the lid and divider from
maple, and the handle and feet from walnut.

first build the box
I Plane stock to 3/s" thick and cut the ends
I (A) and sides (B) to the sizes listed on the
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Materials List. (We used mahogany.) To
make your box with hand-cut dovetail cor-
ners, see page 64. Then skip to Step 4 in this
section. You also can make your box with
alternating-width finger joints that mimic
the spacing of the dovetails by following the
next two steps.

DTo set up your tablesaw to cut the finger-
Crjointed corners shown on Drawings 1
and la, first install az/,t" dado blade and cut a
test dado in a piece of scrap. (Do not use any
shims, just the two outside blades and four
%" chippers.) Switch to a t/+" dado (without
shims) and cut another test dado. Then cut
two /s"-thick, l2"long pieces of scrap and
make spacers by planing one to fit snugly in
thezh" dado, as shown in Step 1 above right,
and the other to fit snugly in the Vq" dado.

QReinstall the V4" dado blade in your
tJtablesaw and adjust it to cut t/ro" deep.
Attach an extension to the miter gauge so it
extends about 6" to the risht of the blade.

A divider made of the same wood species as
the lid divides the box interior.

Then pass the extension over the blade, cut-
ting a V+"-wrde notch'140" deep. Cut a 2"-long
pin from the l2"-longVq" spacer and insert it
in the extension notch. Now adhere a
stopblock to the extension with double-faced
tape, as shown in Step 2 above right, and cut
a pair of notches in both ends of the ends (A),
as shown in Step 3. Next, without changing
the depth of cut, switch to a 34" dado blade
and cut notches in both ends of the sides (B),
as shown in Step 4. Finally adhere a second
stopblock to the extension with double-faced
tape, as shown in Step 5; remove the first
stopblock; and cut the center notch in both
ends of each end (A), as shown in Step 6.

ATo rout stopped grooves in the ends (A)
'trfor the bottom (C), where shown on
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After cutting as/+"-wide dado in a scrap block,
plane a /a"-thick, 12"-long spacer to eZ" wide
and test the fit. Repeat with a th"-wide dado.

Pface the lt' spacer against the lt' pin in the
extension notch. Position a stopblock against
the spacer and adhere it to the extension.

Remove the pin. With the 7+" spacer between
the end (A) and the stopblock, cut the first
notch, rotate the end, and cut the second.

I
1

)
il
ili
, l

ir
Switch lo a/+" dado blade, and with the side
(B) directly against the stopblock, cut the first
notch, rotate the side, and cut the second.

Drawing 1, page 62, chtck a t/2" straight bit
into your table-mounted router and adjust it
to cut 3Ae" deep. Position the fence s/rd" from
the bit. Apply masking tape to the fence and
mark a groove start line /q" to the left of the

With a side (B) against the first stopblock,
position a second stopblock against the side,
and adhere this stopblock to the extension.

bit and a groove stop line Vq" to the right.
Now adhere scrapwood handles to the out-
side faces of the ends with double-faced tape,
place the bottom edges against the fence, and
rout stopped grooves in the inside faces, as

Insert the 3/a" spacer between the end (A) and
the stopblock and cut the center notch in two
passes, rotating the side between passes.

shown in Photos A and B. Finally, without
changing the setup, rout unstopped grooves
in the inside faces of the sides (B).

fFrom %" Baltic birch plywood, cut the
rJbottom (C) to size and finish-sand it.

withdouble-taeedtape

Lowe rmeeart.i/

Feed to the left. I

H . :a  )  i - : f r : r f f f f iPs ! f f i

Lift one end of the end (A) to clear the bit and align it with the start
line. Then lower the part onto the spinning bit and feed it to the left.

Stop line

\
Lift the part.

- r c r : _  { t @ , ' .

Stop feeding the end (A) to the left when the trailing end aligns with
the stop mark. Then lift the end of the part off the bit.
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Sand slight chamfers on edges after assembly.

37'bevel

t/a" rabbet z/a" deep on

t/a" groove %e" deep stopped t/+" from ends

Although it looks complex, the asymmetrical
handle gracing the lid is easy to make.

(You also can use %" tempered hardboard.)
Then finish-sand the ends (A) and sides (B),
sanding Vre" chamfers on the ends of the
fingers, where shown on Drawing la. Spar-
ingly spread glue between the fingers and in
the end and side grooves. Now capturing the
bottom in the grooves, assemble and clamp
the box, and check it for square.

fiPlane stock to Vi' thickand cut the divider
fr(D) to size. (We used bocote.) Finish-
sand the divider, and glue and clamp it in
place, centered end-to-end, where shown on
Drawing 1.

Add lid, handle, and feet
I Resaw and plane stock to3/e" thick for the
f Hd (E). (We used bocote.) Then edge-join

a slightly oversize lid blank. With the glue
dry, sand the blank smooth and trim it to
finished size.
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%0" chamfers on bottom edges

ErrruceR JorNT %o" chamfers

)Clamp the lid (E) to a carrier board and,
Cras shown in Photo G, cut Va" rabbets IW
deep along the ends of the bottom face,
where shown on Drawing lb. Then reposi-
tion the lid on the carrier board, lower the
saw blade, and cut %" rabbets z/s" deep along
the lid edges. Now tilt the saw blade to 37"
and again clamping the lid to the carrier

ELlo (Bottom face shown)

End view

board, bevel the ends and edges, where
shown on Drawing lc. Finish-sand the lid.
Note: Before rabbeting the lid, measure the
inside dirnensions of the box. Ours rneosures
4z/ax10s/s". The lid rabbets shown onDraw-
ing lb provide /e" of play in each direction.
If your inside dimensiont diff n make the
necessary adjustments to the lid rabbets.

13"

7a" groove s/re" deep

t/re" chamfers

\ /8u rabbet
lVn" deep on ends

%0" chamfers

%o" chamfers

t/e" grooves 7ro" deep
s/.ra" trom bottom edge

Ve'

iY'"

Euo DETATL
. 7/a" for sides

/ro"f ;-- 1tl+" forends
-

I
(  \ sz "

37" bevet 
)

Ya'

f

ElrOOr ffiewed from bottom)

End view
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To steady the lid (E) and keep your fingers away from the blade when
cutting the end rabbets, clamp the part to a carrier board.

Adhere the handle loop (F) pattern to the blank, aligning the pattern
bottom edge with the blank grooved edge. Scrollsaw the part.

QCut a s/sxlt/exl2" blank for the handle
rfloop (F), handle base (G), and feet (H).
(We used weng6.) With a 3/a" dado blade in
your tablesaw, cut a s/ra"-deep groove, cen-
tered in one edge of the blank. Then make a
photocopy of the handle patterns on the
WOOD Patternsa insert, and cut them along
the rectangular outlines. Using spray adhe-
sive, adhere the handle loop pattern to the
side of the blank at one end, and scrollsaw
the handle loop to shape, as shown in Photo
D. Sand the edges smooth.

llPlane the remaining handle blank to 3/e"
'lthick, checking it for a snug fit in the
handle loop (F) groove. Adhere the handle
base (G) pattern to the blank, aligning the
bottom edge of the pattern with the blank
edge opposite the groove. Then scrollsaw
and sand the handle base to shape.

fGlue and clamp the handle loop (F) to
rJthe handle base (G). Center the loop end-

Cutting Diagrarn

3/+ x 11/a x 12" Weng6

woodrnagazine.corrr

to-end on the base with the large lobe of the
loop at the uphill end, where indicated on
the handle base pattern. With the glue dry,
sand slight chamfers on all the edges, except
for the bottom edges of the base. Then cen-
tering the handle (F/G) on the lid (E), glue it
in place and secure it with a rubber band.

f From the r/a"-thick stock remaining from
lJthe handle base (G), rip a 3/z"-wide strip
and crosscut four feet (H) to length. Then

sand l/r0" chamfers on the bottom edges and
finish-sand the feet. Now glue and clamp the
feet into the bottom corners of the box, where
shown on Drawing ld.

lflnspect all the parts and finish-sand
I where necessary. Apply a clear finish.
(We applied three coats of satin lacquer from
a spray can, sanding with 32}-gritsandpaper
between coats.) Now present it to a loved one
and enjoy the reaction. tl

Written by Jan Svec with Jeff Mertz
Project design: Steve Altman, Boonton, N.J.
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

ends Ss/r'

B sides lau 21/+" 111/z' M

C bottom 1/a' 51/qu 11" BP

D divider

F* handle loop s/eu 1 " 15/e'

G* handle base Vau %" 3YB"

H feet Ve" 3/a"

.Parts initially cut oversize. See the instruclions.
Materials key: M-mahogany, BP-Baltic birch plywood,
B-bocote, EB-edge-joined bocole, W-weng6.
Blade and bit: Stack dado set, %" straight router bit.
Supplies: Double-faced tape, spray adhesive.

Source
Wood kit. Stock planed to thickness plus plywood for the
parts listed above.Kit no. W-168, $39,95 ppd., five kits for
$169.95 ppd. Heritage Building Specialties,205 N. Cascade,
Fergus Falls, MN 56537, Call 800/524-4184, or go to
heritagewood.com.

l/ax12 x 12" Balt ic birch plywood

13"

3/qx31/z x 36" Mahogany (1 bd. ft.) "Plane or resaw to the thicknesses
listed in the Materials List.

3/qx31/z x 36" Bocote (1 bd. ft.)
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ith practice and patience, you can master the satisfying skill
of hand-cutting dovetails. If your first attempt isn't perfect,
don't worry. Everyone makes kindling-quality practice joints

before getting the knack.
Start by gathering the essential tools, shown opposite top. Practice on

moderately soft wood, such as poplar, and machine your pieces to equal

64

8*
widths and thicknesses. (With practice, you also can dovetail boards of
unequal thicknesses.) Temporarily label the part faces ("front inside" or
"side inside") and edges ("top") to keep pieces in order.

We'll cut the pins first, and use those to mark the cuts for the dovetails.
But in some situations, it makes more sense to cut the tails first. We'll
show you thatprocess, starting onpage 67.
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Tools you'll need include a mallet (A), chisels
(B), a combination or try square (C), a mark-
ing gauge (D), sliding bevel (E), and fine-tooth
saw (F). Not shown are a crafts or marking
knife, a ruler, and pencils.

I Set your sliding bevel
I Here's a simple way to find the correct angles

for the dovetails you'll make. Place a square
along the straight edge of a scrap panel and mark
a 90' line about 10" long down the center, as
illustrated at right. Mark that line at 6" and 8"
from the edge. Now, place two marks on the
edge, 1" from the line on both sides. Draw lines
from your 1" marks to the 6" and 8" marks. Set
your sliding bevel to the angle of the shorter
triangle for softwoods or the longer triangle for
hardwoods, as shown in the photo at far right.

Traditionally, dovetail angles in softwood are
steeper than in hardwood because softwood com-
presses and slips as the joint is stressed. But the
difference is small: an 81' angle (a 1:6 ratio) for
softwoods versus 83" (a 1:8 ratio) for hardwoods.

f Mark your pin cuts
frPins always include the pieces closest to a
part's edges and are marked,at an angle on the
ends, while tails have angled marks on their faces.
The number and position of the pins is up to you.
For evenly spaced pins, select the number of
pins you want between the half-pins on the ends.
Divide the space between the half-pins by that
number, and then mark the centers of the pins at
even distances along the end of the board at the
edge of the inside face. After deciding what width
you want for the pins at their narrowest point,
mark the edge of the board. Avoid making the
niurow side of the pins /+" or smaller; you'llneed
more working space than that between the tails to
be cut later.

Using a marking gauge set to tlo+" greater than
the thickness of your stock, score a line on both
faces and edges of the ends where you'll cut your
pins and, later, your dovetails. You'll sand both
faces flush after the final assembly With your
sliding bevel set, mark your pins on the end of the
board with a crafts knife, as shown at right top.

Using a square, score lines from the edges of
the pin lines down to the line you scored earlier,
as shown at right bottom. Shade the scrap areas
to be removed.

woodrnagazine.corn

fuOre line on four
$des with marking gauge.

QGut the pins
tJUse a thin-kerf saw, such as the Japanese
pull saw shown below, to cut along the score
lines to the scored marking-gauge lines on
both sides. Hold your saw at 90" to the end
grain, and cut slowly to prevent the grain of
the wood from drawing the saw blade off
course. A small square beside your saw can
help you maintain a true 90' angle until expe-
rience allows you to visualize it unaided.I *t,U

ANGLE FOR l}11"\6.-l;\ ANGLE FOR

i)*-.
*1. -*::-:--
.:il-::. : -**ii::
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Ghisel away the waste
Using the widest chisel that wi l l  f i t

between the pins where they're closest
together, make shallow stop cuts along the
scored line, as shown at.far left.Don't cut too
deep into the wood-%" is deep enough for
the first pass. Your goal is a clean, straight
line. Carefully remove the waste from the
end, as shown at left, with light taps on the
chisel. Make another set of stop cuts, remove
the waste, and repeat these two steps until
you're about halfway through the thickness
of the board. Creating small V-notches helps
the waste pop out as you cut between the

wide faces of the pins, as shown above. Fhp
and reclamp your workpiece to repeat this
process on the other face.

fl:$

Slight concave
between faces

I f*J -r ' - 'ffi--*---

the other board. Mark the dovetails using a
crafts knife, as shown above left. Once those
are clearly scored, use a square and a knif'e
to mark your 90' saw lines along the end of
the board, as shown above right. Darken the
waste areas, if necessary.

Clean between the pins
Clean the area between the pins with a

chisel. To make the joint easier to assemble,
create a slight concave in the end grain
between the pins below the faces of the
board, as shown above. Your pins are now
ready; don't alter them after you begin
cutting the dovetails.

#-
4* &,

Carefully saw the dovetails
Saw the dovetails at an angle, as shown

above. Unlike the other piece where you cut
directly on the scored line, saw on the waste
side to give yourself a margin of error for
fine-tuning the joint.
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Mark the dovetail locations
The pins serve as your pattern for lay-

ing out the dovetails. Hold the front inside
board vertical, and place it on the inside face
of your other board at the end. Line up the
wide side of the pins on the score mark of

w
3Fii&

! r l

Cut and trim the shoulders
Cutting on the waste side, as shown

above left, saw away the shoulders of the
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dovetails. Then clean up your work with a
chisel. as shown ubove. until the shoulders
match the scribed line.

, ,n('r Cut between the dovetails
' 

i --. This step resembles cleaning between
:./..-r the pins, except that you'l l cut on the
'''' 

," waste side up to your score lines to fine-

" tune the joint. You can see at teft why we
cautioned you against making your pins too
nanow at their tips: Narrow pins make it hard
to work a chisel between the dovetails.

I ,
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I nFine-tune the dovetails
f llf Working slowly and precisely, use

your chisel to remove waste almost to the
lines you scored with your crafts knife. Begin
test-fifting your joint as you work, as shown
atright. Remove tiny amounts of waste from

the dovetail with each fitting until the joint
squeezes together with light mallet taps.
Avoid altering the pins. This can be time-
consuming until you gain experience, but it
makes the difference between a joint you'll
admire and one you'll patch.

hen making the keepsake box
shown above and featured on
page 60, you'll want to reverse

the procedure shown earlier and cut the tails
first. Why? You'll likely have too little space
between the tails to squeeze in a chisel and
clean up your cuts, as shown on Step 9. By
marking the tails first and sawing to your
marks, you eliminate the need to clean up
the tails, just as you didn t need to fine-tune
the pins when you cut those first.

As explained in the previous section, tem-
porarily mark each of your box parts to

identify the front, back, and left or right
sides; the inside surfaces; and the top edges.
While preparing your stock, cut a couple of
backup parts and save any remaining scraps
for practice. You'll use the same tools as
before, but a /e" bevel-edge chisel will help
you reach between the tails.

The design of this box calls forthe ends of
both pieces to extend about 1/r0" proud of the
faces. To do this, set your marking gauge
Vra" greater than the thickness of your stock,
and score lines on the faces and edges at both
ends where you'll cut your pins and tails.

f Mark angles from the ends
ErFor a precise way to extend yourtail lines
from the ends down the sides, hold the top of
your crafts knife inside the end score line at
the edge and lightly push your.sliding bevel's
metal edge against the knife, as shown below.
Let the knife tip travel over the end of the
workpiece and along the sliding bevel down
to your score line. Slightly darken the score
lines with a sharp pencil, and mark the waste
areas to be removed. if needed.

QSaw the tails
lJRest the tip of your thumb against the
smooth blade of your saw for support, as
shown below, and carefully saw along the
angled tail marks down to the score lines on
both faces. Note the tight working space;
there's less than %" betwgen the wide ends of
the dovetails. Next, cut on the waste side of
your score line to remove the shoulders.
You'll remove the rest with your chisel for a
clean, precise line.

I lray out the tail locations
I Refer to the tail locations specified in the

pattern on the WOOD Patternsa insert, and
then measure and mark the tails on the ends
of your stock using a crafts knife, as shown
at right. At each mark, use your square to
extend the mark across the thickness of the
ends. Using a fine-tip pencil, darken your
score lines to make them more visible.

wood.magazlne.corn



Clean betrueen the tails Use tails to mark pin cuts Mark the pin locations
Here's where you'll need a /s" bevel-edge Tirrn the tail piece so that the inside faces Hold the tip of your crafts knife at the

chisel, although you can remove the waste
using a/d' chisel close to the score line and
the tip of a crafts knife inserted carefully
between the tails to pry loose the waste
material. Startwittl a shallow cutbarcly Vtl'
above the score line in the waste area, as
shown below, and begin removing the waste
on each face of the workpiece. Then go back
with your chisel and remove the last of the
waste down to the score line.

Rough-saw the pins
Place your saw blade about Vtl' into the

waste side of your line and cut to the score
line, as shown below. Chisel away waste
between the pins using the same technique
from Steps 4 and 5 of the previous section.
Then use your chisel to shpve away the
remaining waste on the edges of the pins,
bringing them down to your score line as
shown in Step 9 of the previous seclion.
Avoid cutting beyond your score lines.

downward. Clamp the pin piece in a vise so
the inside faces the inside of the tail piece, as
shown bel,ow. Wittr the shoulder resting
along the inside face of the pin piece and the
two boards aligned along their edges, score
the locations of the pins on the end of the pin
workpiece. Light cuts with the crafts knife
can be darkened with a pencil.

Qlest fit and fine-tune the joint
lJAs you chisel to yourmarks, periodically
test-fit the joint to see whi0h areas mate well,
as shown betow. Trim ariy pins that need it.
The joint should go together with gentle taps
from the bottom of the mallet handle. Aim
for a joint with consistent wood-to-wood
contact between the pieces, not one that has
to be hammered together.

edge of your end grain score marks and slide
your square against the knife, as shown
below. Then extend the pin lines down to ttre
scored line. Repeat on the other face. If
needed, mark the waste areas to be removed.

QBevel the edges and assemble
rJOnce you assemble the joint, use 150-grit
sandpaper on a hard sanding block to create
a 45' chamfer on the ends of the dovetails
and pins, as shown below. Sand carefully to
create a consistent angle. Then sand the
faces, ends, and edges up to 180 grit before
gluing and assembling the joints. i

Written by Bob Wilson with Jeff Mertz

:
i:

t l
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Why buy an 8rr jointer?
Not every woodworker needs a jointer in the shop-only those who
insist on working with stock that is flat, sffaight, and square. With
6" jointers selling for as little as $350 these days, you might wonder
why you should consider a machine selling for two or three times that
much. That's a fair question, and we offer three good reasons to buy
an 8" jointer: capacity, capacity, and capacity. Need specifics?

wood.magazine.corn

I Joint wider stoek. That extra 2" of width may not sound like much,
but it makes it possible to face-joint rough-cut lumber (often sold in
6-8" widths), and common widths used in furniture or cabinets,
including drawer faces.
I Joint longer stock. As a rule of thumb, you can joint stock accu-
rately up to about lVztimes as long as the bed (the combination of the
infeed and outfeed tables). With an 8" jointer, that amounts to about
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a 9'-long workpiece (compared with a 6' max for the typical 6"
jointer). Bigger fences also support stock better when edge-jointing.
a Joint u'Ift less motor struin. Manufacturers recommend cutting
no deeper than Va", so an 8" jointer won't remove any more thickness
per pass than a 6" jointer. But even if you never face-joint 8"-wide
boards, these big machines cut narrower boards with less stress on
the motor, extending its life.

Having said that, we can think of two solid reasons why an 8"
jointer might be too much for you:

70

| fight quarters. These machines run about 6' long and 24" deep
and can quickly eat up a wall in a small shop. That footprint doesn't
even include infeed and outfeed room, which adds another 6-:7' on
both ends.
a Tight budget, Even the least expensive 8" jointers, starting at
around $650, cost more than all but the most expensive 6" machines.
The models we tested range in price from $995 to nearly $1,400
(a price higher than many woodworkers are willing to spend on a
tablesaw!).
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Ghoose vour cutterhead:
Straight br spiral
Among the eight jointers in our test, we found four different cutter-
head styles, shown at left. Four tested machines use straighrknife
cutterheads-a design as old as the tool itself. The other four joinr
ers use some variation of a "spiral" cutterhead, with knives or inserts
arranged in a spiral fashion around the cutterhead.

An increasing number of manufacturers now install spiral-style
cutterheads on their jointers-or offer them as an option-because
their shearing action produces less grain tear-out in figured wood.
Our test results bear that out, as we face-jointed curly white oak,
lacewood, and bird's-eye maple (much to the chagrin of our tester,
who nearly wept while jointing these beautiful boards into chips).

We conducted the bulk of our testing, however, in hard maple, and
were surprised to find that in that wood we favored the finish left by
most straighfknife cutterheads. Face-jointing S"-wide pieces at a
feed rate of about l" per second, all of the jointers left surfaces that
looked acceptably smooth. Not all of them felt smooth, though, and
rubbing chalk over the jointed faces revealed ridges-some wide,
some narrow-on the spiral-cut samples. (These imperfections
sanded away easily.) Meanwhile, chalk on the straight-knife cuts
showed consistently smooth and notably scallop-free surfaces.

Manufacturers of the tested spiral-cutterhead jointers weren't
surprised by our findings. Grizzly's Bill Crofutt explained that a
difference of as little as .0005"-that's half of t/tolo"- in the size of
an insert (or its pocket in the cutterhead) can create a slightly uneven
surface. "Even a layer of machine oil can cause that, so you need to
be meticulously clean when installing inserts," says Crofutt.

Besides jointing figured woods cleaner, spiral-style cutterheads
are noticeably quieter in the cut. And, you'll never sharpen knives or
mess with knife-height gauges again: Sunhill's disposable strip-
knives ($30 for four) and the solid-carbide inserts on the identical
Grrzzly and Shop Fox cutterheads, and on the Yorkcraft, index to
the cutterhead for no-fuss installation.

If you cringe at the thought of downtime due to dull or nicked
knives, insert cutters hold their edge longer than high-speed steel
knives because they're made of solid carbide. Also, each insert
sports four cutting edges, so you simply rotate it to cut with a fresh
edge. Square inserts cost $2 each to replace, or $80 to replace all 40
in the GrizzlylShop Fox cutterhead. Although that's about twice the
cost of three high-speed steel straight knives, you get, essentially,
four sets of more durable carbide knives. so square inserts make
good economic sense, too. Radiused inserts cost more than $3 each
and there are more of them to replace, so a complete swap of inserts
costs close to $180, making them less of a bargain.

Know the ups and downs
of infeed an? outfeed tables
All of the tables in our test were within .010" of perfectly flat-well
within the acceptable range for an 8" jointer. The infeed and outfeed
tables should also be coplanar (parallel from end to end as well as
front to back); and, again, these machines arrived nearly perfect.

Table heights adjust either by lever or handwheel, as shown in the
photos, top right. Because matching the height of the outfeed table
to the cutter is crucial, we prefer a handwheel adjustment there;
levers work fine for infeed table adjustments unless you're the kind
of woodworker who likes to rip stock slightly oversize, and then
joint that edge before gluing.

For safety's sake, we like the fact that Craftsman, Powermatic,
and Yorkcraft provide a depth stop that prevents removing more
than t/s" of stock, unless you override the stop. (The only good rea-
son to cut deeper is when rabbeting.)

woodrnagazine.com
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Lowering the infeed table increases the amount of material removed
with each pass, and the tested jointers use two different systems for
adjusting table height. Handwheels, such as the one shown above on
the Jet infeed table, make fine adjustments easier than levers.

__ 
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Levers make fast adjustments, usually with less precision, although
the levers on the Delta (above) and Powermatic tables we tested
operated smoothly without the " lurch" we've seen in lesser lever-
adjusted tables.

To make a full-width cut on the Yorkcraft jointer (at right, abovel, you'll
need to al low at least 16" behind the machine's base for the rack.
Grizzly's similar system (left ,  above) requires only 9" behind the base.
(6-8" is typical for an 8" jointer without a rack-and-pinion fence.)
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Part of your decision hinges on the fence
Once again, we came away impressed with the overall quality of the
fences on these machines. All of them measured acceptably flat,
locked solidly, and supported stock well, all of which you should
expect in a jointer fence. Some manufacturers go above and beyond
the basics, though, to make their fences more user-friendly.

For instance, Grrzzly and Yorkcraft employ a rack-and-pinion
system to mechanically assist with moving those heavy cast-iron
fences forward and backward. (See photo, previous page.)We found
Grizzly's handwheel easier to operate than the smallish plastic knob
on the Yorkcraft.

Any cast-iron fence riding directly on a cast-iron table can scratch
and damage that table, and Powermatic and Shop Fox prevent this
marring with plastic inserts on the bottoms of their fences. Besides
protecting the table, these inserts also help the weighty fence to glide
more easily.

For making bevel cuts, all of the fences tilt 45" forward and back-
ward with adjustable stops at those angles and at 0' (right angle to
the table). Powermatic's bevel system, shown at top right, proved
best-in-class with a geared crank that makes fine bevel adjustments
easy and accurate.

Iust a few more factors
that figure into your decision
I Switch type and location. Magnetic switches prevent a machine
from starting up by itself after a power interruption, and for safety's
sake, we prefer this type of switch. We're also glad to see more
manufacturers using column-mounted switches (see photo at right)
that keep the power switch within easy reach at all times.
I Dust-collection hood. The chips generated by a jointer typically
fall harmlessly to the floor, so dust collection is more a case of nui-
sance control than a health concern. (In the WOODa magazine shop,
we don't bother with dust collection on our jointer, opting instead to
simply scoop up the chips at the end of the day.) Except for the Sun-
hill, all of the machines in our test come with a 4" dust-collection
port that can be removed from the dust chute if you choose to let the
chips fall where they may.
I Built-in mobile base. A machine requiring as much room as an
8" jointer benefits from being mobile. The Yorkcraft YC-SJ has three
casters built into its cabinet, and saves you the expense of buying a
heavy-duty mobile base.

A heavy handwheel precisely dials in the bevel angle on Powermatic's
fence, and the large angle scale and hairline cursor make it easy to
precisely set the tilt of the fence.

A column-mounted power switch stands tall above the fence for easy
access, even in the middle of a cut. Base-mounted switches can be
difficult to find and reach before, during, and after the cut.

Craftsman 2l U03, $ I, 150
800/349-4358, sears.com
The Craftsman 21703 displayed power equal to the most robust
machines in our test, but its straight-knife cutterhead left a surface
not as smooth as other straight-knife-equipped jointers in our test.
This machine provides one of the longest fences in the test, large
handwheels for table adjustments, and a built-in "docking stand" to
store push blocks. However, we found the base-mounted power
switch's safety cover annoying. All told, the 21703 is a decent jointer
at a premium price.
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Delta 3Z-3504, $1,100
800 I 438-2486, deltamachinery.com

Excellent cut quality and power make the 37-350A one of the top contenders
in our test. lts 43%"-long infeed table provides great support for long boards,
while keeping the overall bed length manageable at a little more than 72".The
trade-offforthis, though, is only about 31" of support on the outfeed end-
you'll need a roller stand or other additional support for those same long
boards. We'd rather have equal-length tables.

Generally, we prefer the accuracy of handwheels for table-height
adjustments, but the 37-350A's infeed table moved smoothly enough to make
precise adjustments with its lever. 0n our wish list for this jointer: a depth-of-
cut limiter and magnetic power switch. Both would make the machine safer.

]et [-8CS, $l,200
boo Eiq-e848, wmhtootgrou p.com
We found the handwheel adjustments for the infeed table smooth and
precise, and the knives easy to change thanks to this jointer's spring-
loaded cutterhead and knife setting gauge. The JJ-8CS also plowed
through hardwoods easily and demonstrated cut quality nearly 0n par
with the test-best Powermatic. lt matches Powermatic's five-year
warranty and price tag, but offers the shortest bed in the test, a base-
mounted power switch, and no depth-of-cut limiter. A very good
machine, but dollar for dollar, it falls short of the Powermatic.

Gtizzly G0593, $995
(also available with straight-knife cutterhead,
model G0586, for $655)
80 0 | 523 - 47 7 7, grizzly.co m
The solid carbide square inserts-with four sharp sides on each-in
this jointer's spiral cutterhead will go well more than four times as long
as high-speed steel straight knives before needing replacement. And
you can rotate or replace individual inserts as they dull or become
damaged. The square inserts left small ridges (similar to those caused
by a nicked straight knife)on the surface. Also, the square inserts cut
slower and require more feed pressure than any other style of
cutterhead we tested because they don't clear wood chips as well.

We like the G0593's rack-and-pinion system for moving the heavy
fence across the table. However, we wish this jointer had a depth-of-cut
limiter. lf you don't work much with figured woods, Grizzly sells this
same jointer with a straight-knife cutterhead for only $655-a real
steal, in our book.

Powermatic 608, $1,200
(stock no. 1610077K)
8OO | 248-01 44, powermatic.com
The Powermatic 608 ran away with Top Tool honors in this test.
Priced comparably to the Graftsman and Jet jointers, it ranks at the
top in many areas: cut quality (from the fastest cutterhead), bed
length (83", or nearly 8" longer than the next longest), and weight (its
solid 600+ lbs gives this machine great stability, even when working
long, heavy stock).

0ther pluses on the 608 include the rack-and-pinion fence-tilt
system, a plastic fence glide that protects the tabletop, column-
mounted magnetic power switch, and a depth-of-cut limiter. We can't
even knock the lever system for adjusting infeed-table height, despite
our preference for handwheel adjusters; it proved silky smooth and
precise in our tests.
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Shop foxWl?05, $l,395
(also available with straight-knife cutterhead,
model W1684, tor $1,050)
800/840-8420, shopfox.biz
The W1705 uses the same square-insert cutterhead as the Grizzly G0593,
with all of its advantages (durable carbide cutters, little tear-out in figured
w00d, quiet cut) and disadvantages (ridges, slow cut, more feed pressure
required). We like the handwheels for adjusting table height, the column-
mounted magnetic power switch, and the plastic glide on the bottom of the
heavy, 40"-long fence to protect the table from damage. But other jointers
we tested offer the same features for a lower price. lf you rarely joint figured
w00d, you can save more than $400 by buying the identicalWl6S4 with its
strai ght-knif e cutterhead.v

/ -"*
/ ss't . ' ,f 

I
-"t /s

16.3,  8 .1

Sunhill CT-204L
with spiral cutterhead, $l,000
(also available with straight-knife cutterhead for $ZSS1
800/929-4321, sunhil lmachinery.com
This jointer, with its optional three-knife helical cutterhead, is priced about the
same as the Grizzly G0593. The CT-2041 doesn't come with a dust-collection
port, column-mounted power switch, or push blocks like the other machines,
but the helical head rapidly sliced through figured woods with no visible tear-
out and with the easiest feed rate of all of the spiral designs. In our hard maple
test pieces, the CT-2041-s helical knives tended to leave wide, shallow ridges
that striped our test samples, but they sanded down easily. Base

Column
1. All wired from the factory for

220 volts. All testing conducted
at 220 volts.

2. According to manufacturer's
specifications.

3. (M) Magnetic
(N) Nonmagnetic

4. (B)
(c)

5.  (H)
(Rl )
(st)
(ST)

6. (c)
(s)

Helical knives
Radiused inserts
Square inserts
Straight knives

Carbide
High-speed steel

When all is said and done, herets where wetd put our money
Insert-style spiral cutterheads have definite advantages over tradi-
tional straighrknife cutterheads. Most of the advantages relate to
convenience, though, not cut quality. Frankly, unless you frequently
joint a lot of figured woods, we're not convinced that today's spiral
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cutterheads are worth the extra money: In domestic hardwoods, we
found the surface left by most straight-knife cutterheads smoother.
That's part of the reason why we named the Powermatic 608 our Top
Tool. If your budget (or spouse) can't handle the $1,200 ticket,
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Yorkcraft YC-8I (#2 35 0)
with spiral cutlirhead'(#6200), $1,050
(also available with straight-knife cutterhead for $0001
8OO / 235 -21 00, wi lkemachinery.com
The radiused inserts on the spiral cutterhead combine the characteristics of
square inserts and helical knives: easy-to-change cutters that leave wide but
shallow ridges, which sand away easily. The inserts mount at a skewed angle,
clearing chips better and faster than square inserts, so less feed pressure is
required, lt also directs more chips out the back end of the cutterhead, where
they escape the suction of the dust collector.

We like the rack-and-pinion fence mover, but the smallish knob requires
more effort than Grizzly's handwheel, and the rack sticks way out the back of
the machine 0n an 8"-wide cut. The YC-BJ's built-in mobile base adds at least
$60 in value. Since we completed our tests, the manufacturer has added
another jointer in the category with a slightly more powerful motor (item
#2351, $1,100 with spiral head;$650 with straight knives).

dHHffidHffi/."s--"

(* ffiHffiFP
l-s"lF

r*ffi,$r
swrTcFl

7. Measured by phototachometer
under no load.

B. Infeed and outfeed tables are the
same length on all models except
Delta. The Delta infeed table makes
up 43t/2" otitsT2e/+" total bed length.

9. (H) Handwheel
(L) Lever

10. For rabbeting only. Manufacturers
recommend removing no more
than t/a" of material when face-
or edge-joint ing.

(R) Rack-and-pinion gear
(S) Slide-in keyway

(H) Handwheel control
(M)  Manual t i l t

I Excellent
[Q_l Good

(D) 4" dust port
(E) Extra inserts
(K) Knife-setting gauge
(M) Mobile base
(P) Push blocks

15.  (C)  China
(T) Taiwan

16. Prices current at time of article
oroduction and do not include
shipping where applicable.

'13.

14.

12.

Grizzly's G0586-identical to the G0593 we tested, but with straight
knives-comes nicely featured for about half that.

In wild-grained figured woods, the Sunhill CT-204L cut cleanest,
but only a bit better than the Yorkcraft YC-8J with spiral cutterhead,

woodrnagazine.com

Written by Dave Campbellwith Jeff Hall

and the prices are about equal as well. However, the Yorkcraft comes
with some nice amenities, such as the builrin mobile base, rack-and-
pinion fence, push blocks, and a dust hood, making it a better value
than the Sunhill..F
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As an option, leave off the table
and fit the rack with a handle.

ere's a project you can build in a
weekend and enjoy every day. With
many of the parts shaped identi-

cally, you'll find the construction quick and
easy. Make it even simpler by omitting the
top, as shown in the inset photo above and
explained in the article on page 30.

Start with the ends
I Edge-join 3/q"-thick stock (we used wal-
I nut) to form two l2Vzxl3/2" bLanks for

the ends (A). Then crosscut and rip the blanks
to the finished size of l2Vqxl3Vs".
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jlMark centerpoints for four mounting
Aholes on the outside face of each blank.
where dimensioned on Drawing l.Drlll az/s"
counterbore 3/e" deep at the centerpoints.
Then drill a /sz" shank hole, countersunk,
centered inside each counterbore. On each
blank, mark the top and draw a centerline
along the length on the counterbored face.

QMake four copies of the full-size end half
tJpattern from the WOOD Patternsa
insert. Spray-adhere two pattern halves to
each blank, aligning their edges and marked
centerlines, as shown in Photo A.

7l| Bandsaw and sand the end blanks to
'!shape, leaving a lV+"-long flat, centered,
at the tops for mounting the posts (H), where
shown on the pattern and Drawings 1 and2.
Lightly ease the edges of the ends (A) with
150-grit sandpaper. Save the cutoffs to make
color- and grain-matched plugs for the
counterbores later. If you plan to mount an
optional handle in place of the post/top
assembly (H|I/J), round the top edge of the
ends, as explained in the article on page 30.
Remove the patterns using a cloth moistened
with paint thinner.
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Align and adhere the pattern halves to the blank for each end
(A), positioning one pattern half faceup and the other facedown.

I
.

)

toutsioe5lg shown)

Now make the sides
I From 3/i'-thickstock, cut the bottom rails
I (B), top rails (C), end stiles (D), and

center stiles (E) to the sizes listed in the
Materials List, except rip the top rails (C) to
4" wide. (Cutting the top rails extra wide lets
you use the curved cutoffs from the top
edges as clamping aids later.)

j)Using a dado blade angled 15" from
fr vertical in your tablesaw, cltaVi' groove
3/t" deep 3/a" from the bottom edge on the
inside face of each bottom rail (B), where
shown on Drawings 2 and 3 and as shown in
Photo B on page 78.

Return the dado blade to vertical. Adjust-
ing the blade height and fence, as needed,

sfiaW'groove 3/a" deep, centered, along the
inside edges of the bottom rails (B), top rails
(C), and end stiles (D), and both edges of the
center stiles (E), where shown on Drawings 3
and 3a. Sand the parts smooth.

AToformVi'tenons 
z/s" lon9 on both ends

'f of the end stiles (D) and center stiles (E)
to fit the grooves in the bottom rails (B) and
top rails (C), where shown, refit your tablesaw
with a z/d' dado blade raised to W'. Attach an
auxiliary fence to the rip fence and an exten-
sion to the miter gauge. Using the auxiliary
fence as a stop, as shown in Photo C, crosscut
both ends of the stiles on both faces to create
the tenons. (We made test cuts in a cutoff first
to verify the setup.)

f Mark the center and ends of the arch on
rfeach top rail (C), where dimensioned
on Drawing 3. Draw the arches using a fairing
stick. (Go to woodmagazine.com/fairing for a
free fairing stick plan.) Then bandsaw the
arches to shape, saving the cutoffs. Do not sand
and round over the top edges until indicated.

f,From 
s/i'-thick stock resawn or planed to

VW' thick, cut the four panels (F) and bot-
tom (G) to the sizes listed. Sand the parts to
220 git, and remove the dust. Then apply

two coats of a clear finish to both faces
of the parts. (We used AquaZar Water-
Based Clear Satin Polyurethane, sanding
to320 grit between coats. For two other
ways to finish walnut, see the article on
page 32.) Prefinishing the panels and
bottom prevents unfinished edges from
showing when the wood shrinks during
seasonal changes.

ElncunE ErcHT coNNEcroR DETATL

_<-)

Tsz" pilot hole 7e" deep -V,
#6xVt" F.H.--------. i
wood screw Ii

Figure eight connector, -iL

,T
th" bove

#6xs/a" F.H. wood screw

t/+" round-overs

1 1 Y 2 !

%0" chamfer

19H"":Ei'rd'"illl:"Jff

Vsz" pilot hole Ta" deep
rvood.magazine.com

7a" plug z/'ta" long, trimmed and sanded flush after assembly



Using a pushblock to safely guide and hold
each bottom rail (B) tight against your rip
fence, cut an angled t/+" groove in the rail.

E sroe ASSEMBLY
(lnside face shown)

||To assemble the sides, draw centerlines
I ott masking tape on the bottom rails (B),
top rails (C), and center stiles (E) on the
inside faces for aligning the stiles. Apply
glue on$ to the tenons of the end stiles (D)
and center stiles. Then, using the cutoffs
from the top rails as cauls, as explained in
the Shop Tip, below right, assemble and
clamp together the rails and stiles with the
panels (F) captured in the grooves, the center
stiles aligned, and the ends of the rails (B, C)
flush with the end stiles.

flAfter the glue dries, sand the top rail (C)
|ff arches smooth. Then round over the front
and back edges of each arch using a Vl'
round-over bit, where shown on Drawing 3.

flssemble the rack
I To assemble the ends (A), side assemblies
I (B/C/D|E{F), and bottom (G), make two

alignment jigs from W' and 3/t' scrap, as
shown on Drawing 4. Also, from 7+"-thick
scrap, rip and crosscut four tAax3" spacers.
You'll use the jigs and spacers to position the
side assemblies, angled, between the ends,
where dimensioned on Drawing 1.
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With an auxiliary fence positioned adjacent
to your 7s" dado blade, crosscut both ends of
the stiles (D, E) to form t/" tenons /e" long.

I
2Y2

_t

With the ends and side assemblies aligned
using the jigs and spacerc as shown, drill pi-
lot holes into the sides and drive the screws.

!)Assemble (no glue) and lightly clamp
Ertogetherthe ends (A) and side assemblies
(BlCtDtElF) with the bottom (G) captured
in the angled grooves in the bottom rails (B).
Using the jigs and spacers to align the parts, as

I 1y4"

t/+" grooves
7e" deep,
centered

/+" groove
7e" deep,
centered

EE snu rENoN DETATLS

shown in Photo D, tighten the clamps. Then,
using the mounting holes in the ends (A) as
guides, drill pilot holes into the ends of the
bottom and top rails (B, C), where shown on
Drawing 2. Drive the screws.

QUsing a 3/s" tapered plug cutter in your
trdrill press, make eight zAe"-long plugs
from your cutoffs from the ends (A). Glue
the plugs in the 3/a" counterbores in the ends
with the grain patterns aligned. Let the glue
dry overnight. Then, using a flush-trim saw,
trim the plugs. (Lay card stock on the surface
for protection if you don't have a flush-trim
saw.) Now sand the plrys flush.

Gutoffs from curved parts
make handy cauls
Keeping clamps securely in place on a
curved part, such as a top rail (G), can be
tricky. Here's an easy way to clamp curved
edges while protecting them from marring.
Cut the pdrt/+" wider than the finished width
to provide a rigid cutoff for use as a caul. To
maintain a matched fit, do not sand the
mating edges of the part and caul. During
assembly, position the caul against the part,
as shown at right, to provide a square
clamping surface. After the glue dries, sand
the curved edge of the part smooth, and
then rout the edges as needed.
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Clamp together the post (H) cutoffs with the
rabbets facing inside. Slip the notch over an
end (A), and check for a snug fit.

E sloe ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT JIG

Add the top
I From t/+"-thick stock planed to 5/e" thick,
I cut four ltl+xl3" pieces to form the two
IVq"-thick laminated posts (H), saving your
cutoffs. Also, cut two lVaxll4'pieces from
r/+" stock for the cleats (I).

llFit your tablesaw with a 3/q" dado blade.
ErUsing an auxiliary fence on the rip fence
as a stop and an extension on the miter gauge
for backup, cut a 3/q" rabbet 3/a" deep in one
end of two of your post cutoffs. Clamp the
cutoffs together, and test-fit the ?A' notch on
an end (A), as shown in Photo E. Adjust your
setup, if needed. Then sfi3s/s" rabbets in one
end of each of the four post halves (H) to fit
over the ends (A) and lVq" rabbets in the
other ends to receive the cleats (I), where
shown on Drawing 2.

Qlaminate and clamp the post (H) halves
tltogether, keeping the edges flush. After
the glue dries, make two copies of the post
full-size bottom pattern. Adhere a copy to

Glue and clamp each posUcleat assembly
(H/l) to an end (A), using a framing square to
plumb the assembly.

one face ofeach post. Bandsaw and sand the
posts to shape, and remove the patterns.

fMarktwo centerpoints on the top edge of
'leach 

cleat (I), where dimensioned on
Drawing 2a, fot /+" counterbores to receive
figure eight connectors. Using a Forstner bit
in your drill press, bore the %"-deep holes.
Then drlll3/z|'pilot holes t/i' deep, centered
in the counterbores.

f Make four copies of the cleat end pattern.
rJAdhere two patterns to the ends of each
cleat (I). (You'll need to flip one pattern over
on each cleat.) Bandsaw and sand to shape,
and remove the patterns.

fiGlue and clamp a cleat (I) in the small
tlf notched end of each post (H), centering
the cleat end-to-end. Then glue and clamp
each post/cleat assembly (H/I) to an end (A),
tight against the l/q" flat area, where shown
on Drawing 2 and as shown in Photo F.

lfEdge-join 
zA"-thick stock to form a

I l3Vzx24t/2" blank for the top (J). Then
crosscut the ends and rip the edges to the
finished size of 13x24".
(lChuck a Vc" cove bit in your handheld or
(Otubl.-.ounted router. Rout a cove along
the ends and then edges on the bottom face
of the top (J), where shown on Drawing 2.
Switch to a45o chamfer bit. Then routaVre"
chamfer along the ends and edges onthe top
face. Sand the top smooth.
(lPlace the top (J) on your workbench with
r/the bottom face up. Next, screw-mount
figure eight connectors in the counterbores

With the cleats (l) centered front-to-back and
side-to-side on the top (J), mark the centers
of the figure eight connectors using an awl.

in the cleats (I), where shown on Drawings 2
and 2a. Now position the magazine rack on
the top, centering the cleats front-to-back
and side-to-side. Mark the centers of the
figure eight connectors, as shown in Photo G.
Drill3/si' pilot holes s/a" deep into the top,
and drive the screws.

finish up
I Remove the top (J). Sand any areas that
I need it to 220 grit, and remove the dust.

Apply two coats of clear finish to the parts,
as before.

!)Remount the top (J). Then place the rack
Etwhere desired. and fill it with vour favor-
ite books and periodicals, including WOODa
magazine, of course! i

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

A. ends 131/s'

B bottom rails

C* top rails Vru 31A' 18"

D end stiles /q" 2u 51A" W

E center stiles Vq' 2u 51/au W

F panels 1/+u 65/a, 51/t' W

G bottom 1/+' 6"

H posb 114" 1t/+" 13' LW 2

I cleats V4' 11A' 11Y2" W 2

J* top Ve" 13" 24' EW 1
'Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions,
Materials key: EW-edge-joined walnut, W-walnut,
LW-laminated walnut.
Suppfies; Spray adhesive, #8x1t/2" flathead wood screws
(8), #6x%" flathead wood screws (4), #6x%" flathead wood
screws (4).
Bfades and bitsl Dado-blade set; t/l" round-over, 1/q" cove,
and 45" chamfer router bits; %" tapered plug cutter; %"
Forstner bit.

Source
Hardwarc: Figure eight connectors no. 13K01.50, $2.10
pkg, of 20 (1 pkg.). Call or click Lee Valley, 800/871 -8158,
leevalley,com.

19"

3/+x71/q x 96" Walnut  (5.3 bd.  f t . )

s/qx51/z x 96" Walnut (4 bd. ft.)

woodmagazine.corn

3/qx71/t x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.) *Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.
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arts & crafts

Whether placed above a fireplace
or on a shelf, this timeless masterpiece
will draw admiring eyes for generations.

Ithough this clock looks sophisti-
cated, you'll find it simple to build.
Easy-to-make false tenons give the

appearance of traditional through-tenon
joinery without the layout. mortising, and
fitting challenges. And full-size patterns make
cutting the false tenons and tapered clock
sides a snap. See the end of this article for a
convenient source for the clock movement
and handsome copper-overlay clock face.

Let's start with the
quick tn'easy case
I From /+"-thick stock planed to %" thick
tr (we used quartersawn white oak), cut a

80

It/qx36" blank to form the case top/bottom
(A) and case sides (B).

!! Using a dado blade in your tablesaw and
(ran auxiliary fence attached to the rip
fence, ctJt a V+" groove t/+" deep 7s" from the

.front edge of the blank along the inside face
to receive the clock face, where dimensioned
on Drawing 1. Then, with the dado blade
partially buried in the auxiliary fence, cut a
t/s" rabbel t/+" deep along the front edge on
the same face for the glass front.

QCrosscut two l0l+"-long pieces for the
tlcase top/bottom (A) and two 6%"-long
pieces for the sides (B). Again using your
dado blade, cut a th." rabbel t/+" deep on both

ends of the top/bottom on the inside face,
where shown.

/ Mark centerpoints for four countersunk
tshank holes on the outside face of the
case bottom (A) only, where dimensioned.
Drill the holes. Now sand the case parts to
220 grit.

ETo assemble the case, cut a 6t/gx93/+"
rJpiece from t/t" hardboard as a spacer for
the clock face. (The spacer squares the case
and prevents getting glue on the clock face.)
To prevent the spacer from adhering to any
glue squeeze-out, apply paraffin or a wood
paste wax to the edges.

Next, apply glue to the Vz" rabbets in the
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1/a" g(oove 1/4" deep E pnnrs vlEW
-r>| u/a" 

t

|.- 13/q"-----1

CASE SIDE
(lnside face shown)

With the case top/bottom (A), sides (B), and
t/c" spacer clamped togethe6 drill pilot holes
and drive the screws through the bottom (A).

case top (1+). Do not apply glue to the rab-
bets in the case bottom (A) so that you can
remove it later to install the clock face and
glass. Now clamp together the case top/bot-
tom and case sides (B) with the spacer cap-
tured in the W' grooves, as shown in Photo A.
Using the shank holes in the case bottom as
guides, drill pilot holes into the case sides,
and drive the screws. Set the case aside. leav-
ing the spacer in place.

Now add the face frames
to the case front and back
I From 3/q"-thick stock resawn or planed
*to3/8" thick, cut the face-frame stiles (C)

woodrnagazine.com

61/8"

to the size listed in the Materials List. Then,
from3/q"-thick stock planed to s/s" thick, cut
the face-frame bottom rails (D) and top
rails (E) to the sizes listed.

| Using a dado blade, cvt Vz" rabbets 3/s"

frdeep on both ends of each face-frame
bottom rail (D) and top rail (E) on the inside
faces, where shown on Drawing2,to fit the
face-frame stiles (C). Then, on the outside
faces of the bottom rail (D) and top rail (E)
for the backface frame only, cut orroutaW'
rabbet V+" deep along theinside edges, where
shown, to receive the back (J).

Glue and clamp the face-frame stiles (C)
and bottom and top rails (D, E) together

to form the front and back frames, checking
for square. After the glue dries, mark the
center of the arch on each bottom rail (D),
where dimensioned. Draw the arches using a
fairing stick. Then bandsaw and sand the
arches to shape. (For a free fairing stick plan,
go to w(x)Llnragaz i nc.corr /liri ri ng.)

ATo assemble the face frames (C/D/E) to
tlthe case, where shown on Drawing 3,
apply glue to the front and back edges of the
case top (A) and sides (B). Do not apply glue
to the edges of the case bottom (A). Now
align and clamp the face frames to the case,
as shown in Photo B, making sure the /+"
rabbets in the bottom and top rails (D, E) of

I
13/q'

l_

1OY4'

'P Front U

CASE TOP AND BOTTOM
(lnside face shown)

tr

;

c

74a" shank hole, countersunk, on
outside face of bottom part(A)only

Tr^oo"J

E rnoruvBAcK FAcE FRAMES
(Outside face of front frame shown)

Location of part @

I
I
\

73/a'

)
1/2"

1-3/a"

t/+" rabbets t/+" deep
on outside face of
back frame only

YV
)1/2'

Locdtion of part @

Arch cut after assembly

t/2" rabbets s/a" deep
on inside face
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Position the case (A/B) with the boilom (A)
up. Then glue and clamp the face frames
(ClDlEl to the case with the edges aligned.

the back frame face out. After the glue dries,
sand the edges of the frames flush with the
case top and sides.

$ext up:-tbe- tapered sides,
feet, atd false-tenons
I From ll/:d'-thick stock or laminated z/i'-
I thick stock. cut two 3xTth" blanks for the

tapered sides (i').

Using a blade at least Ve" wide, bandsaw
each tapered side (D to shape, staying just
outside the cutline on the pattern.

j)Make two copies of the full-size tapered
Erside pattern from the WOOD Patternsa
insert. Spray-adhere a pattern to each blank,
folding the pattern where indicated. Using
your drill press, drill two t/+" holes 1%" deep
in each blank, where shown on the pattern.

Q Using your bandsaw, taper-cut each blank
tfjust outside the cutline, as shown in
Photo C. Then sand the tapered sides (F) to
the pattern lines, graduating to 220 grit.

Moisten the patterns with paint thinner and
peel them off the parts.

lllEroms/q"-thick stock planed to Vi' thick,
'!cut the feet (G) to the size listed. Using a
45" chamfer bit in your table-mounted router
and holding each foot with a handscrew for
safety, rout a 7s" chamfer along the ends and
then the edges on the top face of the foot,
where shown on Drawing 3. Then mark
centerpoints for two countersunk shank
holes on the bottom of each foot, where
dimensioned. Drill the holes.

f Clamp the feet (G), centered, to the bot-
tJtom of the tapered sides (F). Using the
mounting holes in the feet as guides, drill
pilot holes into the sides. Drive the #8x1t/+"
flathead wood screws.

f,From 
tA'-thick stock, cut two lV+x3"

lfblanks to form the bottom false tenons
(H) and two Vzx3" blanks for the top false
tenons (I).

lfMake two copies each of the full-size
I bottom and top false tenon patterns.
Spray-adhere a bottom-tenon pattern to each
3/qxlV+x3" blank, folding the pattern over the
ends of the blank, where shown. Then adhere
a top-tenon pattern to a face of each 3/qxvzx3"

blank. Using your drill press, drill a Vd'hole
r3/re" deepin both ends of each bottom-tenon

E exploDED vrEW

#4 x 1" brass F.H. wood screw

16'bevel along ends

e/64" shank hole,
countersunk on
back face. with

#6 x t/2"
brass F.H.

wood screw

"i

7e" chamfer
on a l lends
and edges

45 'bevela long
fronUback edgesa mating 7sz"

pilot hole /+" deep
in part(et

10,/o"--a 7a" finger hole, centered

Clock movement

Rubber washer

ii.,'-l

7e+" pilot hole
,V+" deep

1YB '

Clock face

Vax 6 x95/a"

1::,

Kz2/c"

V o, x 11A" F.H. wood screw

/

I
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s/sz" shank hole, countersunk on bottom face
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blank, where shown on the patterns and as
shown in Photo D.

flUsing yourbandsaw ora scrollsaw with a
g#2 reverse-tooth blade, separate the two
bottom false tenons (H) from each blank by
cutting along the nonangled ends of the
tenons ("Cut 1" on the patterns). Then, hold-
ing each tenon with a handscrew, cut along
the angled line ("Cut 2"). Next, separate the
two top false tenons (I) from each blank by
cutting along the angled cutlines. Using a
sanding block, sand the tenons smooth. Now
sand a Vro" chamfer on the front edges of the
tenons, where shown on the patterns and
Drawing 3. Remove the patterns. Set the top
tenons aside.
(f From a Vq" -diameter birch dowel 6" long,
{fcut four tVto"-long pieces for mounting
the bottom false tenons (H) to the tapered
sides (F), where shown on Drawing 3. To
ease insertion into the mating holes, hand-
sand a light chamfer on both ends of each
dowel. Then glue and clamp the dowels in
the holes in the tenons (notthe tapered sides).
After the glue dries, test-fit (no glue) the
dowels in the holes in the tapered sides to
verify the tenons seat tight against the sides.
Trim the dowels, if needed. Now glue and
clamp the dowels and tenons in place.

casebp/bothm

B* case sides Y2' 1Vc' 61/e' OWO 2

C face-frame stiles {a' yzu 7s/d' QWO 4

,., tace-frame' bottom rails
Ve' 1Y4" 10Y4" QWO 2

, hce-frame- top rails
/a' 1/z' 10Y4" QWO 2

Holding a blank for the bottom false tenons
(H) tight against a stopblock and fence, drill a
th" hole tel0" deep in each end of the blank.

F] 
GuftinsDiasrarn

ffi
rAx 12 x 12" Oak plywood

3/tx71h x T2" Quartersawn white oak (4 bd. ft.)*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.

woodrnagazine.com

Glue and clamp the tapered side assemblies
(F/G/H) to the case sides (B), flush with the
face-frame bottom and top rails (D, E).

F* taperedsides'lVe' 3u 77/d' LQWO 2

G feet Yzn 2Y4" 4Vi' QWO 2

bottom false
tenons

/a' 11A' Veu QWO 4

f* topfalsetenont yo" y2u ys" QWo 4

J back lAn 6Vs' 101A" OP 1

K b p /e' 4{q' 18' OWO 1
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
Materials key: QWGquartersawn white oak, LQWO-
laminated quartersawn white oak, OPrak plywood.
Supplies: Paratfin or wood paste wax, spray adhesive,
#4x1" and #6xt/2" brass flathead wood screws (4 ea.),
#8x1r/c" flathead wood screws (4), t/"-diameter birch dowel
6" long, t/ex6x9%" glass, M-size battery.
Blades and bits: Dado-blade set, 45o chamfer router bit,
#2 reverse-tooth scrollsaw blade, %" Forstner bit.

Source
Clock kit: Clock movement and clock face, kit no. 200CRT,
$29.95 ppd. Add $24.95 for each additional kit. Schlabaugh
& Sons Woodworking, 720 14th Street, Kalona , lA 52247 .
Call 800/346-9663.
Written by Owen Duvallwith Kevin Boyle
Project design: Schlabaugh & Sons
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
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I llnpply glue to the case sides (B). Then QGlue and clamp the top (K) to the clock,
I lfclamp the tapered side assemblies 9centered front-to-back and side-to-side.

(F/G/H) to the case, flush with the outside
faces of the face-frame bottom and top rails
(D, E) at the front and back, as shown in
Photo E.

Time to make the back
and topn and finish up
I From W' oakplywood, cut the back (J) to
I size to fit the clock opening. Using a

Forstner bit in your drill press and a backer
to prevent tear-out, bore a 3/i' hole for finger
access, centered, through the back. Position
the back in the opening. Then drill four
countersunk shank and pilot holes through
the back and into the face-frame stiles (C)
and bottom and top rails (D, E), where
dimensioned on Drawing 3. Drive the#6xW'
brass flathead wood screws.

! From t/c"-thick stock planed to s/a" thick,
Acut the top (K) to size. Tilt your tablesaw
blade 16o from vertical. Then, using a carrier
board or a rip-fence saddle on your fence,
bevel-rip the ends of the top on the bottom
face, where shown. (For a free rip-fence sad-
dle plan, go to woodma-gazine.com/saddle.)
Now tilt the blade to 45o, and bevel-rip the
front and back edges. Sand the top smooth.

Then glue and clamp the top false tenons (I)
to the top, tight against the tapered sides (F)
and Vs" from the edges of the sides, where
shown on Drawing 3.

7l Remove the feet (G), back (J), case bot-
'ftom (A), and W'hardboard spacer. Sand
any areas of the clock that need itto220 grit,
and remove the dust. Then apply a stain, if
you wish, and a clear finish. (We used
Varathane Premium Wood Stain no. 263,
Mission Oak, followedby three coats of Deft
aerosol Satin Clear Wood Finish, sanding to
320 grit between coats.)

f Mount the clock movement and hands to
tfthe clock face, using the supplied rubber
washer, hex nut, and cap nut, where shown
on Drawing 3. Insert a AA-size battery in
the movement and set the time, following the
supplied instructions. Now slide the clock
face into the V4' grooves in the case.

f,Finally, have a piece of %"-thick glass cut
llto 6x9s/e". Clean the glass. Then slide it
into the %" grooves in the case behind the
front face frame. Remount the case bottom
(A), feet (G), and back (J). Now display your
timepiece where everyone can admire it and
your craftsmanship. i



The graceful,

shallow profile

of this

10"-diameter
platter makes
it the perfect
project for
showcasing
fancy grain.

ith its spectacular swirling grain, random voids, and bark
inclusions, few materials look better in a finished turning
than burl. (See Source for a burl-blank supplier, and the

Maple burl

sidebar on page 87 for some tips on turning burl.) With a four-jaw
chuck and a screw center, you can turn out an impressive platter in an
afternoon. Here's how.
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Make a photocopy of the two templates
on the WOOD Patternse insert, and
adhere them with spray adhesive to Vs"
tempered hardboard. Scrollsaw, and then
sand the templates to shape, as shown at
right. Mark the center of the top face of a
lsAxllt/2xl0W twning blank, and draw
a l0W-diameter circle on it. (See the
Shop Tip, below.) Bandsaw the blank to
shape. Then drill a centered pilot hole
sized to fit your screw center in the top
face of the blank. Clamp the screw center
into your four-jaw chuck, and mount the
blank, as shown atfar right. Now support
the blank with the tail center.

13/c'
Tool:7e" bowl gouge.
Tool rest: Slightly below center.
Speed:600-800 rpm.

True the edge of the blank with your bowl gouge,
reducing the blank to 10" in diameter. Then true
the bottom face, cutting from the edge to the cen-
ter, as shown atright. Work as close as possible to
the tail center.
Note: Because of the swirling nature of burl
grain, you may find in some instances that pull-
ing your cutfrom the center to the edge gives you
a smoother surface.

Now mark the bottom and top of the platter rim
bevel with pencil lines on the edge of the blank,
lW' and lW' respectively from the bottom face.
Mark the foot outside diameter with a 3Vi'-diam-
eter circle and the foot inside diameter with a
Z4'-diameter circle.

Bottom face

Screw center

Tailcenter

Jl Mark the outside and
N7 inside foot diameters.

il
F{lva"'-----a---' 

Orrue the edge.

@Varf the bottom and top of the rim bevel.

edge of the disk, bandsaw the blank, as
shown above. (To make turning blanks
from a fog, see page 102.) Once you make
a set of disks, you'll find them handy for

Disks do the job
when a compass cantt
Before you mount a turning blank on
your lathe, you'll bandsaw it round for
balance and to avoid the punishing task
of roughing it to round on the lathe. To
guide the bandsaw blade on a flat blank,
you can draw a circle with a compass,
but you'll need another method when
rounding a blank cut from a log. Here's a
trick that professional turners use.

From scraps ol1A" hardboard or
plywood, bandsaw a series of disks
starting at 5" in diameter and increasing
in Vz" increments up to the capacity of
your lathe. Drill a t/e" hole at the center
of each disk. To mark a half-log blank,
fasten the appropriate disk to the blank
with a wood screw though the center
hole. Then, guiding the blade along the

rroodmagazine.com

marking flat blanks too. Just position a
disk on the blank, anchor it with an awl
through the center hole, and trace the
circfe, as shown above.

Bottom of the blank

Four-jaw
chuck
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Tool: /2" bowl gouge.
Tool rest: Slightly below center.
Speeds: Gouge, 1,200-1,600 rpm; sanding,800-1,200 rpm

Using your bowl gouge and checking your progress
with Template 1, form the platter rim bevel and the
platter bottom profile, working from the foot outside
diameter to the edge of the blank, as shown at right.
With the profile complete, stop the lathe and back the
tool rest away. With the lathe running, finish-sand the
bottom. For best results, increase grits by no more
than 50 percent at each step, and back the sandpaper
with a pad. (A piece of an old computer mouse pad
does the trick.) Start with 80-grit sandpaper and
progress through 120-, 180-, and 220-grit, ending
with 320-grit. To inspect the turning for tool and
scratch marks as you progress through the grits,
remove the dust, wet the surface with paint thinner,
and shine a glancing light across the surface.

Rim bevel

Tai lcenter

Finish-sand the
bottom profile.

Form the bottom profile.

Top of
bevel

BolJom ot
$t!

Tools: Parting tool,lz" bowl gouge, {4" skew chisel.
Tool rest: Parting tool, below center; gouge, slightly
below center; skew, slightly above center.
Speed: Tools, 1,200-1,600 rpm; sanding,800-1,200 rpm.

Back the tail center away. Use the parting tool to cut a
groove %0" shallower than the length of the dovetail
portion of the chuck jaws at the inside diameter of the
foot. (We cut ours zAa" deep.) Then using the gouge,
hollow the foot to this depth by making a series of
concentric shallow cuts starting at the center and
working outward to the groove in steps, forming a
flat-bottomed recess. Now switch to a skew chisel.
With the tool flat on the tool rest and the tip slightly
raised, undercut the inside rim of the bowl foot with
the toe of the skew, forming a dovetail recess for your
four-jaw chuck jaws to expand into, as shown atright.
Finish-sand the foot.

Tools: lz" bowl gouge, t/2" Forstner bit.
Tool rest: Slightly below center.
Speeds: Gouge, 1,200-1,600 rpm; Forstner bit, 800 rpm.

Expand the chuck
jaws into the foot
dovetail recess.

Groove depth %0"
shallower than length

of jaw dovetails.

a groove.

@Hottow the foot.

@finirn-."nd the foot.

Tailcenter

rfo
Back away the

tai lcenter.

recess.
l-orm a
dovetail

Remove the blank from the screw center and
the screw center from the chuck. Remount
the blank by expanding the chuck jaws into
the dovetailed foot recess. Make sure the
chuck jaw ends firmly contact the bottom of
the foot recess. Engage the tail center. Then
use the bowl gouge to true the top face of the
blank, reducing the thickness to lW'. Curt
from the rim to the center, as shown atright,
working as close as possible to the tail center.
Back the tail center away and check the
tightness of the chuck jaws in the foot recess.
Now true the blank center.
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True the top face.@

I

Top face of the blank

1Y2tt t<-

@frue the center.
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Tool: lz" bowl gouge.
Tool rest: Slightly below center.
Speed: 1,200-1,600 rpm.

To gauge the depth for hollowing
the platter, remove the tailstock
center, install a drill chuck, and
chuck in a W' Forstner bit. Mark
a r3/t6" depth (t/+" less than fin-
ished depth) on the bit with
masking tape. With the lathe
running, slowly feed the bit into
the center of the blank to the
marked depth. Now, checking
your progress with Template 2,
use your bowl gouge to hollow
the platter by making a series of
concentric shallow cuts starting
at the center and working out-
wardtotherimin steps, as shown
atright. Then smooth the interior
by making light finishing cuts
from the rim to the center. Use
double-end calipers to check for
uniform wall thickness.

QOritt a depth-gauge hole.

J- L-
13/'ra"

t/2" Forstner bit
Hollow the plailer.

@Cnecf for uniform wallthickness.

@ finisn-sand the inside.

@ Remove the platter from the-chuck 
and apply a clear finish.

caliper

With the profile complete, finish-sand the inside and remove the
dust. Cover the lathe bed under the platter. Turning the lathe by hand,
apply a liberal coat of oil-polyurethane finish to the top and bottom
surfaces. (We used Minwax Antique Oil Finish.) Let the finish pen-
etrate for about 15 minutes, and wipe off any excess. Then switch on
the lathe and buff the finish with a paper towel. (A paper towel tears

easily if it catches. Do not vse a cloth rag.) Remove the platter from
the chuck, finish the foot, and let it dry. With the finish dry, rechuck
the platter and lightly buff it with an ultra-fine (gray) Scotch-Brite
pad. Repeat the finish application until the wood is completd sealed
(three to six coats, depending on the porosity of the burl), omitting
the Scotch-Brite buffing after the final coat. .l

Cutting into a burl exposes to view some
of the most spectacular grain patterns
known to woodworkers. While some
species of burl, such as redwood, turn
like a dream, others, such as mesquite,
are more demanding. Here are a few tips
that'll ensure turning success.

Ghoosing a blank Due to slow and
uneven drying, burls may develop cracks
and contain deteriorated wood. Avoid
blanks with obvious fractures and punky
and deteriorated areas.

Design With burl, the grain is the thing.
Choose a simple form with a minimum of
added design elements. While turning,
you may encounter loose bark inclusions.
Either carefully remove the inclusions
with a pick and leave the void as a
feature, or fill the void with colored epoxy.

woodmagazine.corn

Turning technique Turn burl with a
sharp gouge. Avoid scraping. Burls
include hard and soft areas, and tools
tend to bounce off the hard parts and
plow into the soft parts. To eliminate this
tool chatter, experiment with lathe speed,
both faster and slower.

Finishing For a satin sheen, oilf inishes
are easy and foolproof. Before applying
oil, remove wood dust from all fissures
with a shop vacuum and compresed air.
Oilf inishes weep out of burl grain, so
wipe the turning severaltimes as it dries.
Before applying lacquer for a high-gloss
finish, sealthe piece with sanding sealer.
As the sealer penetrates tiny fissures, it
drives out air and may form bubbles as
the finish dries. Simply sand out any
bubbles and apply more sealer.

llew to woodtuming
or looking for more
turned proicct ideas?
Visit the WOOD Online
woodturning forum at
wood maga zine.com ltu rn i n g
where you can post questions on this
project or any turning technique.
Phil Brennion, our turning expert,
monitors this forum, and he and other
turners will be happy to assist you. To
seie more woodturning projects go to
woodmagazine.com/turnedprojects.

Source
Bu rf turn i ng blan ks. 1Vrx1 }lzxl 01/z redwood and
maple burlturning blanks (minimum size, actual sizes avail-
able may be slightly larger). About $20 each, price subject
to change, From Exotic Burl. Call 800/843-2875 or go to
exoticburl.com to check availability and current price.

Written by Jan Svec with Phil Brennion
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
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hether you're a toy maker, cabinetmaker or
furniture builder, turner or scrollsawyer, you
likely use glue. Lots of it. Maybe that's why a

quick spin through any woodworking catalog yields an
impressive array of applicators designed to help you put
the sticky stuff where you need it-on narrow edges;deep

inside biscuit slots and dowel holes; or into the tiniest
nooks. crannies. and crevices.

To find out which ones deserve a place on your bench,
we bought dozens of the gizmos and tried them all in the
WOODa magazine shop. After the honeymoon was over,
these five earned a permanent home in our shop.

,--}

fflhe unique design of Glti-Bot actually
* makes it suck glue back into the bottle

when you stop squeezing. That prevents glue
from hardening in the tip and eliminates the
messy blob that often oozes from a more
traditional glue bottle. It also means the bot-
tom quarter of the glue in the 16-oz. bottle
gets to the tip as fast as the top quarter did,
saving you time.

Speaking of tips, Glti-Bot comes with
interchangeable flat and tapered tips (for
biscuit slots, dowel holes, etc.). We especially
like the 4-oz. version, called Babe-Bot, for
its compact size and maneuverability.
Glii-Bot, $7; Babe-Bot, $5; replacement
tip kit (5 each, plus caps), $5.

flIalk about a glue dispenser that can handle nearly any
I situation. This comprehensive kit includes nine spe-

cialized heads, including a broad roller head for spreading
glue on the edges and faces of a workpiece (it works
equally well for both applications), a head for gluing bis-
cuit slots, another for Vz" dovetails, and a pinpoint head for
tight spots. But this kit's real strength is its five dowel
heads, one each for V+",5/t6",3/8",1/t0", and %" dowels. Sim-
ply plunge the right sized dowel head in the hole and
squeeze the bottle as you draw it out of the hole: The
clearance between the wall and head automatically meters
the correct amount of glue.

By happy coincidence, the heads fit perfectly on the
typical store-bought glue bottle, and saved us the inconve-
nience of refilling the bottle that came with the kit. (We
fill that bottle with water and use it to flush the heads
clean of glue after use.)
Glue Spreader Set, $15.
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(ometimes, such as when repairing the
Prungs or backsplats on a chair, you need a
way to get glue into a joint that's already
assembled. We've tried a number of medical
syringes and those little accordionlike
injectors with limited success-they're
difficult to fill and require a lot of pressure to
get a small amount of glue out. But this high-
quality, high-pressure glue injector impressed
even the most skeptical on our staff.

To use it, drill a Vt6" hole into the joint to
be repaired, insert the injector's durable
brass tip into the hole, and push the plunger
to drive glue into the hole at up to 600 psi.
The injector fills easily (suck glue in through
the brass tip), holds enough glue to eliminate
frequent refilling, and cleans painlessly-
simply squirt the remaining glue back into
the bottle, then draw in and eject clean water
a few times.
High-pressure glue injector, $26.

woodrnagazine.corn

flIwo-part epoxy can be mighty handy to
I have around the shop for joining dis-

similar materials, such as metal to wood, or
whenever you need a gap-filling adhesive.
But this versatile adhesive has its own two-
part problem: namely, metering out equal
parts of resin and hardener, and mixing them
thoroughly.

No more. When you pull the trigger on
System Three's Goof-Proof dispenser, it
doles out equal amounts of both components,
blends them automatically in a disposable
mixing tip, and then deposits the epoxy on
your workpiece with pinpoint accuracy. The
next time you need epoxy, simply snap off
and discard the mixing tip (now filled with a
half-gram or so of hardened epoxy), install a
new mixing tip, and you're ready to roll. For
general woodworking, System Three's
l5-minute epoxy provides about the right
amount of working time.
Goof-Proof epoxy dispensing gun, $45;
extra mixing tips, six for $8.
(only at Woodworker's Supply)

Q-"urr and drips of glue hide like a frighr
}lened cat until you apply finish; then they
stand out like Santa Claus in summer.
De-Glue Goo reveals hidden glue, similar to
wiping orr mineral spirits, but it goes one
step further, dissolving dried water-based
glue without affecting the wood or finishes
applied after de-gluing. And it won't pene-
trate into and weaken the joint.

We found nontoxic De-Glue Goo particu-
larly handy when fixing furniture because it
easily dissolved the glue from disassembled
parts, such as chair rungs or mortise-and-
tenon joints, in preparation for regluing. We
even de-glued a piece of canvas from a tam-
bour door. The canvas was stubborn at first,
but after we covered it with plastic and let it
stand overnight, it peeled off without leaving
any residue behind.
De-Glue Goo, I oz. for $9.
(not available at Woodworker's Supply)

$ources
. Klingspo/s Woodworking Shop, 800/228-0000,

woodworkingshop.com
' Woodcraft, 8001225-1 1 53, woodcraft .com
. Woodworke/s Supply, 800/321-9841 ,

woodworker.com
Prices may vary by retailen
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just-right joinery

fingerjoints
withflair
Sure, they're tough and functional,
but finger joints also can add a
decorative touch to your projects.

ilrrJ any woodworkers mistakenly refer
lYlto finger joints as "box joints," yet
they're not the same. Box joints are normally
a row of alternating square openings and
"teeth" cut into the ends of two boards.
When joined, the two boards form a strong
and decorative 90" corner, as in a box, and
thus the name.

By contrast, finger joints traditionally
refer to the end-to-end mating of short
pieces of stock that have several tapered
fingers cut into their end grain to gain a
longer board. A fingerjoint can exceed the
strength of clear wood because its fingers
provide plenty of nonporous grain for
gluing. However, finger joints also can add a
decorative element when they're used as an
alternative to simple edge-joining, as shown
in the cherry and maple box above right.

The ball-bearing guide of an adjustable bit
must be flush with the router fence.

Finger joints give this
cherry and maple
checkerboard box an
eye-catching
accent. See the plan
on page 98.

What's available
Finger-joint router bits fall into two cat-
egories: variable-spaced cutters with a ball
bearing (used for the joints pictured here)
and one-piece, eight-finger cutters without
a ball bearing. The one-piece type will cut
fingers in wood from Vz" up to lVz" thick,
and costs about $70 from several manufac-
turers. Adjustable bits cut finger joints of Vz"
to l3/e", but by adding or removing shims,
you can vary spacing between the fingers
for decorative effect. You also can shorten
cutting heights by removing cutters. But
expect to pay more than $100 for a variable-
spaced cutter. Both types have Vz" shanks.
Note : B e caus e finger-j oining require s fine
adjustments, a plunge router or a table
fitted with a router lift works best. For safe
operation, finger-joint bits should never be
used in a handheld router!

Setting up an adjustable bit
Ideally, there should be a full finger on
the top and bottom of a finger joint. Avoid
a thinly shaved finger, such as shown in
Photo A, that could break out or protrude
when sanding.
To begin, align the fence so that it's paral-

lel to your router table's miter-gauge slot.

. Wffigx***' ,,i#,$i$*sx*

The large abetting head cutter is the height
reference in an adjustable bit.

Then, using a steel rule, make sure to flush
the fence with the ball-bearing guide, as
shown in Photo B.

Next, set the bit height according to the
thickness of your workpiece, with the
abetting edge cutter (the thickest one) set to
cut into the topmost surface. As shown in
Photo C, the bit is set for a cut in l%"-thick
stock, and the abetting edge cutter is aligned
with the top edge of the wood. Photo D
shows it set for 32" stock. with the thick
cutter in place lower in the stack. (Be sure
that all the stock to be finger-joined, as well
as test scrap, measures exactly the same
thickness and that the faces and edges are
square to each other.)

Aligning a one-piece bit
Because all finger cutters on a one-piece
bit are the same thickness, you create a
reference point by inserting the bit in your
unplugged router, then rotate it until the cut-
ting edge with the highest finger faces you;

For end-grain cuts, mount an auxiliary face
on your miter gauge. Note that the abetting
head cutter is now set for cutting thin stock.

,j,."- i# iilg lr!
i$&,*$$ i : i  i f  {

Et $rr'$$, $f i:f
A strong finger joint should have a full shoul-
der at top and bottom, not a thin sliver.

continued on page 98
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just-right ioinery

and using a permanent, felrtip pen, mark
the third finger down, as in Photo E. This
cutter becomes your reference for the joints.

Next, align the fence parallel to your
router table's miter-gauge slot and set far
enough back to get a cut as deep as the full
bit profile. To set the router-bit height,
pencil a centerline along the edge of a scrap
piece of wood the same thickness as your
workpiece. With the still-unplugged router
and bit in your router table, adjust its height
until the point-of-reference finger aligns
with the centerline on the scrap stock, as
shown in Photo F.

Once you have the bit aligned, test the
fence position with a cut into scrap stock. If
the fingers do not contact the exit side of the
fence, decrease the depth of cut by moving
the fence toward you. If the workpiece
fingers contact the fence, but are not smooth
and rounded on their ends, you need to
increase the cutting depth by moving the
fence away from you.

Gutting finger joints
Now that your bit is aligned, cut two pieces
of scrap stock, flip one piece over, and fit
together the finger-jointed edges. If the
faces don't align flush, adjust the bit's height

With a fixed bit, you must mark a reference
point before setting bit height.

either up or down by one-half the misalign-
ment thickness.

In the example, Photo G, the faces
misalign by about %e". So, we lowered the
bit by Vtz".If, on the other hand, the stock
on the right side was /ro" too high, we
would raise the bit Vtz".

To cut the workpieces for a finger-jointed
edge-to-edge glue-up, place the edge grain
of the workpieces firmly against the fence,
and, using a pushstick, move the wood from
right to left across the bit. To join them, flip
one over end-to-end. If they fit, as in the
end-grain example in Photo H, begin gluing.

The marked reference cutter of a fixed bit
should align with the center of the stock.

TIP: With a small brush, apply glue evenly
to all cut surfaces of only one of the
workpieces to be joined. Applying glue to
both pieces just creates excess squeeze-out.

For end-to-end finger joints, attach an
auxiliary wooden face to your miter gauge.
Make sure that the end against the fence
contacts it without interfering with a smooth
pass through the bit. Doing this prevents
end-grain chipping upon exiting the cut.

Make the cut by holding the workpiece
with the good face up firmly against the
auxiliary face with one end butted against
the router fence, as seen in Photo D. Then
slowly push the miter gauge and workpiece
through the cut. To cut the mating piece,
place it good face down and repeat.
Note: From our experience in making
finger joints in the WOODo magazine
shop, you'll probably have to do some light
sanding to get the surfaces completely
smooth no matter how accurate your
settings. Also, have plenty of scrapwood on
handfor the setup process. Q

This joint is
misaligned by 1Aa",
so the bit must be
lowered t/s2".

A perfectly aligned
finger joint in 17e"-
thick stock made with
an adjustable bit.

-T
fr{i l , ,*

LID EDGE DETAIL

ls/ta" fabbel't/a"

; i t Jl
l_J4" ,

L-I-,*/16,, -l

1/au

FINGER.JOINTED BOX
EXPLODED VIEW

Written with Chuck Hedlund
Box design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

/a" groove s/0" deep
5/e" from bottom edge

61/a" )

\
1/au

+
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pros know

fromtrees to
turnlng
blankS
If a tree falls in the forest (or
your neighborhood), can you
salvage it for turning stock?
Here we'll show you how to
make quality bowl blanks
from a promising log.

t t lhat woodturner can drive by a
lit downed tree without thinking,
U U "Hmmm, turning stock?" ln this

article you'll learn how to cut up and
preserve such finds for bowl blanks.

While experienced turners use features
such as knots and eccentric growth rings of
branches to great advantage, those features
can cause blanks and finished turnings to
crack or warp excessively. So when
selecting wood for turning blanks, avoid
limb wood and look instead for trunk logs
with minimal knots.

Because the ends of a log start to dry
immediately after cutting, seal them right

To remove the pith and a large-diameter
unstable zone around it, draw lines with a
permanent marker to guide your cuts. The
sfab marked here is about 1Yc" wide.

lrregular-shape logs often yield more than
two bowl blanks. lt is helpfulto draw poten-
tial bowl shapes arrayed around the pith
before slicing the log into blanks.

away to avoid checking. Use a commercial
green-wood sealer. (Available from Packard
Woodworks. Call 800/683-8876, or go to
packardwoodworks.com.) These sealers
clean up with water, dry clear, and are
superior to paraffin, which can flake off,
and paint, which may require several coats
for a good seal.

If there is checking on an old unsealed
end, make a fresh crosscut to expose an
unchecked surface and sqal it immediately.
Leave the logs in long yet manageable
lengths until you are ready to cut them into
turning blanks. This limits potential
checking (and waste) to just the two ends

of the log rather than both ends of multiple
blank-length sections.

Leave tight bark in place. Bark slows
moisture loss, helps prevent checking, and
leaves the option of using the stock for a
natural-edge vessel.

When ready to cut blanks, saw the log into
sections about 4" longer than its diameter.
This way, if you find any checking after
sealing and storing the blank, you'll have
ample stock to ffim from both ends,
exposing check-free surfaces.

When chainsawing a log section
lengthwise to form bowl blanks, lay it on its
side and support it to prevent rolling. Cut
along the grain, as shown above. Do not
stand the section on its end and cut across
the end grain. Doing that takes longer and
can overheat and dull the chain.

At the center of a log is the original tree
stem, called the pith, surrounded by a zone
of very unstable wood. You'll usually be
able to recognize this unstable zone by a
change in wood-grain color. The size of this
zone varies more with wood species than
log diameter. Because this unstable wood
may cause uneven drying and splitting,
remove it. When slicing log sections with
a small-diameter unstable zone (1" or less)
into turning blanks, make your cut through
the pith. For log sections with a larger-
diameter zone, remove additional wood
adjacent to the pith, as shown in Photo A.
To guide you when removing the unstable
zone from a log section of irregular shape,
draw potential bowl shapes on its end, as
shown in Photo B.

Continued on page 104
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Pnonct0uc'Ptus
DO.'T-YOURSELF PROJECT C ALCU IATOR,

Painting
Easily determine Pints, ouarts and
Gallons of Paint required for an area;

Wallpaper
Simple keystrokes calculate Wall-
paper coverage by area or per roll.

Design, apply, instal l  and f inish your home improvement proj-
ects with precision and confidence, just like the Pros. Work in
Feet- lnch-Fractions, Yards and [/eters, including Square and
Cubic formats. Use dedicated function keys to quickly and easi ly
I

17: 0ALAUil.Atmt tffD{t$fntE$'
www.calculated.com

find the amount of material required for common home and
building projects - Paint lng, Wallcovering, Ti le, Decks, Fences,
Carpet, Gravel, Concrete, Roof Bundles, Blocks, Bricks and more
lnstantly calculate costs. Saye mateilals, tine and noney!

Eall 1-800-854-8075 for the nearest dealer.
Promo Code: WD-206

w
il3
il3
tr
ffi

Tiles/Blocks
0uickly find the number of standard
or custom Tiles, including the Grout,
to cover any area.

Fences/Decks
Use built-in functions to calculate the
number of Boards and Rails needed,
plus spacing for decks and fences.

pros know

Not all log sections must be sliced
lengthwise to make bowl blanks. You can
leave some log sections whole for turn-
ing end-grain bowls, which allows you to
get the largest possible bowl from a given
diameter log. Be warned, end grain is more
difficult to turn than face grain, and
end-grain bowls have a greater tendency to
crack than face-grain bowls.

Seal the end grain of blanks, as shown in
Photo C. If the wood is particularly prone
to drying stress, such as some fruitwoods,
coat the entire piece. When the sealer dries,
mark each blank, as shown in Photo D.
Because the sealer leaves a waxy surface,
mark blanks that will be completely coated
before applying the sealer. Store blanks off
the ground in a dry, well-ventilated area. |l

Apply sealer to the blank ends with an
inexpensive 3" brush. When processing
large quantities of stock at the same time,
speed the task by using a paint roller.

When the sealer dries, use a permanent
marker to label each bowl blank on an
uncoated surface, identifying the species
and the date it was prepared.

Written by Phil Brennion
Photographs: Kara Brennion
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scraprrvood project

triple-treat
photohe

Turn a few scraps, a bit of acrylic,

and an hour of shop time into a

keepsake for family or friends.

I Cut a piece of 3/s" stock (we chose curly
I maple) to 4Vzxl,lz/s" to form the picture

holder (A). From /2" stock, cut the base (B)
to IVzx9W'.

Dtu, out and cut the circular openings in
Elthe picture holder using holesaws or an
adjustable circle cutter. Rout %" coves
around each opening on the front face.
Then routW'-wtde rabbets tAo" deep on the
back face ofeach opening.

2To create the surround (C, D), start with
9atAx2xl8" blank. (We used
walnut.) Rout a Vs" cove on each upper edge
of the blank. Cut a 3/roxVz" rabbet along the
lower edges of the blank, where shown in
Drawing la. Then rip 7a"-wide strips from
each edge ofthe blank.

I exeloDED vrEW

/16"-acrylic discs
cut to fit
rabbets

2r/2"-diam. hole

7tl Now miter-cut the surround pieces to
'f length, and dry-assemble them to check
the fit.

f Sand all parts to220 grit. Then glue the
tJsurround pieces (C, D) to the picture
holder (A). Glue the base (B) to the back
side of the picture holder.

Continued on page 109

11e/a" #4 x3/e"
F.H. wood screw

I
z/o+" shank hole,

countersunk
on back

)

IE sunnouND PRoFTLE
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1/a'

cove 7- vz"
tl

I-I 3/t6"

3/a"

L
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scraprrvood projects

f Cut the back (E) to size from %" hardboard, test-fit it in the
tf frame, and drill mounting holes. Set the back aside.

!f Bevel the bottom edge of the assembled frame, as shown in
I Drawing 2 and Photo A. Sand the bevel to 220-gnt, and finish
the frame with two coats of satin polyurethane.

l!While the finish dries, cut three acrylic lenses to fit in the rab-
lJbeted openings in the picture holder. Now cut three favorite
photos to size using the lenses as guides. Slip them into place in
the frame, install the back, and admire your photos. I

Project Design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Mike Mittermeier

Adhere the assembled frame to a scrap of 2x4 stock using double-
faced tape, and then bevel the base at the tablesaw

woodmagazine.com 1 0 9

Design Breokthrough!
It's the ullimote workbench!

l l 's o downdrqft tobte!
ll 's o complete qir filtrqtion system!

Deluxe + 30" x77"
.Generous Moole Worktoos
.Powerful l600,2l00.or NEW 2550 CFM Motor
.GFl Convenience Outlet
.Three Stoge Filtering to 0.5 Micron

Ulfro Grohd
33"x95"

Coll now to find out
obout our Soeciols

PO, Box 211434. Bedford,TX 76095

l -800-845-4400
Visa , Maslercard . Amex . FREE CATALOG!
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Proiects frcrrr big to srnall

Eye-pleasing picture frame
Learn to capture riftsawn stock from common
fir when crafting this simple design. See how
to accent corners using chamfered buttons.

China Gabinet
This traditionally styled mahogany showcase provides
ample room for good china, or your finest collectibles.
Build just the base for an accommodating buffet.

Adjustable beam compass
Scribe arcs or circles from 6" to 29" in diameter
with this 16"-long homemade tool, or go up to
63" with a 34"-long version of the same tool.

HVLP spray systems
Ten turbine-powered models, priced
from $1 00 to $800, face off for best-
performance and best-value honors.

Tudor birdhouse
Give songbirds something to sing about with this
charming design. Easyto-apply trim and a copper-
topped shingled roof lend a distinctive look.

Locate this simply constructed container in front of a
window, amid a bed of leafy plants, or anywhere outdoors
that deserves a floral boost.

Outdoor proiects that last
Discover the best woods, glues, hard-
ware, and finishes for projects exposed
to Mother Nature's worst.
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lruhatts ahead
Your sneak peek at articles in the April/May issue (on sale March 21)

Double-duty home organizer
Keep notices, bills, envelopes, pens, and other
supplies in this compact, full-service center.
Personalize it with favorite family photos.

Tools anild teclrniqrres

Success with dovetail jigs
Learn an effective way to set up dovetail
jigs for well-aligned, snug{itting joints

in drawers, boxes, and chests.

Bypass making individually framed
glass door lights with a much easier
overlaid framework approach.

Freestanding planter box

Painless panes
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